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NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, FEUKUAKi" 20, 190G.
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WITH WAR ON WATERS

SHJNINl MARK

OPEN COURT

AND IS KILLED

ase at First Presents! Would Leave to World

HOLD THE MASTERY

Settlement of Moroc-

Mystery But

Much

can Difficulties

Yields Readily.

Com-

ANOTHER

the Great Nations.

INSANE

MOTHER PEKIN SAYS NOT IN DANGER

Destroys Herself and Three Hungarian Official Will Pre
vent Convention of ParliChildren by Drowning
ament by Force.
From Beat.

AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION IS FAR TOO DILATORY
Russia and 5pain Eliminated by Late Wars, Order of
Strength is Great Britain, France, Germany,
United States and Japan.
,

HUSBAND

Washington. D. C, Feb. 20. In case roast defense vessels, most of them
monitors and small sized
trouble in the orient, Japan's navy
dentinal the situation. That na- - j
tlon now ranks fifth in naval strength. cruisers of 6.000 to 3,000 tons. 24 cruls-Thof 3,000 to 1,000 tons, 18 torpedo-laiother nations rank, Great Brlt-'er- s
first, France second, Germand j loat destroyers, 30 torjieclo boats, and
third and the United States fourth. I 8 submarines.
The alliance between Japan and
The principal part of the United
Great Britain combines the enormous State navy Is in process of construe-navof the latter with that of tne tlon. Owing to lax methods
nd the
new and very efficient navy of Japan. policy of having all war vessels built
Compared to the strength of the Jap-- ; by private contract, it has come to
anese and British navy In oriental pass that It requires three and four
waters, th edozen ships which the years to build ships for the United
United States has on the scene would! States navy, which would be built in
be of little or no use.
England in three or four months. For
Some Idea of the naval strength example, there are thirteen first class
' ton-thtf Japan may be "nad when it Is stated battleships, with an aggregate
Japan has now nine first class nage of 196,200, now under construe-battleshipeach of more than 10,000 tlon. Other additions to the United
tons displacement; nine armored cruis- - States navy in process of being built
ers aggregating in tonnage 81,372; 20 are 6 armored cruisers, 2 armored
cruisers Of from 3,000 to 10,000 tons cruisers above 6,000 tons, 3 cruisers
each; two cruisers of more than 6,000 between 6,000 and 3,000 tons, 2 urpeiro
tons each and five large. modern coast boats and 4 submarines,
defense vessels, with an aggregate
If the vessels now under consructlon
tonnage of 29,657. In addition to these for the United States navy were com-thJapanese navy comprises 24 tor- - pleted, the United States would rank
pedo destroyers, SI torpedo beats and third In tonnage. Instead of ranking
1
submarine. Under construction, and fourth, as at present. Germany would
soon to be completed, are 24 more tor- - then be Inferior to the United States,
pedo boat destroyers, 3 first class bat- Great Britain's navy exceeds in
having each a tonnage of nage that of any other two nations of
more than 14,000; 3 armored cruisers the world combined. It is true that
of 14,000 tons each and 1 cruiser of many of the British vessels are more
3,420 tons.
or less antiquated, but It is also true
At the rate at which new ships are that the newest types and experiments
being added to the Japanese navy, it in naval construction are those to le
will not be long before that .navy an- - seen in the British navy. The recent
proximates the strength of the navy spectacle presented In the launching
of the United States. The total ton- - of the Dreadnaught, a ship exceeding
nage of the navy of the United States In size and offensive and defensive
is now 3S8.519; that of the Japanese armament anything in the world, is an
navy is 321,131. Japan 'has near com- - Illustration.. Counting ships under
pletion ships aggregating In tonnage construction, England's naval tonnage
106.740.
Many of the ships in the Is 1.673.338.
United States navy are of the anti-- .
The total tonnage of the French
quated, monitor type which would be navy at present is 619,675, that of the
useless except for coast defense pur- - German navy 466,084, that cf the Unit'
poses.
ed States 388,519, that of Japan 321,
The United States navy now com- 131 that of Italy 266,728, that of Russia
s
prises 12
battleships, 12 244,601, that of Austria 122,756.
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FRANCE FAVORS

ACTRESS FALLS

ENGLAND AND JAPAN

Fleet of Great Bntain is Greater Than the
bined TMs of Any Two Other of

NUMBER
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TEXAS TRIED TO

MOROCCAN METHODS AS

GRAB OUR LAND

e

TRIED IN NEW MEXICO

But Andrews and Payne
Blocked Their Proposed
Little Plan.

Money Furnished to Redeem Hannigan from Cap-

;

tivity to Holliman Brother of Highwayman
Carries Ransom to Mountain Fastness .

PATTtRSON'S

ERROR

WRIT

Railroad Discriminations and Mon

first-clas-

MUNICIPAL LEAGUE'S

--

!

era-plo-

i

ligm-Michiga-

'r

-

-

ARCHBISHOP RYAN IS

g

SEVENTY FIVE TODAY

Con-i-til-

-

filty-thre-

BARRACKS

anti-foreig- n

opolies in Coal and Oil .
Special to The Evtaing Citizen."" " f day' from "Demlng, lmmediaUly made
Silver City, N. M.. Feb. 20. It Is preparations to send out the money,
Investigated.
repcrted here that Pad Halliman left and Pad, Bob's brother, is now perSilver City yesterday on a fleet horse forming that mission. Pad and Bob,
bound for Alma, carrying with intra although brothers, are said to be bltf Special to The Evening Citizen.
11,000 in crisp greenbacks, which he ter enemies, and Pad has been vei
Washington, D. C, Feb. 20. Repreenergetic in his efforts to secure Han- will deliver to his brother. Bob Hallisentative Stevens of Texas, attempted
man, upon the latter's surrender ot nigan's release.
to pass his bill to mark the boundary
Bud Haniligan,
the Demlng cattle
of New Mexico and Texas. Objections
buyer, whom Halliman has conceal- CAUSE' OF 6EIZURE
by Delegate Andrews and Representa
BY THE HIGHWAYMAN.
fastness of the
ed in the mountain
tive Payne prevented.
Mogollon district.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Senator Beverldge
the bill
4
Alma
at
expected
to reach
Pad
Deming, N. M., Feb. 20. About a prohibiting gambling reiorted
In
the
terri
morning,
the
deliver
o'clock, this
month ago Robert Hannigan, of Demmoney ta his brother, secure Hanni- lng, went to his ranch in the Mo- - tories. bill has passed
the house glv
gan and put him alKard the stage for gollons. Wlille returning to anver i n,rThe ,
experiment
additional
for
Silver City.
City last Friday he was taken from
In case his plans work out, Hanni- the stage by Robert Halliman, who stations.
gan should arrive on the stage at C nad formerly been in llannigan's
SENATOR PATTERSON GETS
o'clock this evening. James Hannigan,
and now demands 11,000 for his
WRIT IN CONTEMPT CASE
son of the kidnapped cattle buyer, left release.
Hon. James Hannigan, the
Washington, D. C, Feb. 20. Justice
Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 20. The tour of the city, visiting tae municipal on the stage for Mogollon this morn- son, who was a member of the last urewer, of the supreme court of the
ing and he hopes to meet his father legislature, has gone to the rescue of United States today entered an order
annual convention of the League of pumping station, the municipal
Municipalities
will open ling plant, the municipal
garbage coming In some where along taw route. his father, but the result of his ef- granting a writ of error in the contempt case of United States Senator
here today with a reception to the burner and the municipal market. Bob Halliman was in Alma Sunday forts is not known at this hour.
The kidnapping is said to ie the out- - Patterson. The case grew .ut of the
delegates which will be given at the There will also be conferences of city and sent word to Silver City that he
Livingston hotel this evening and will comptrollers, treasurers and clerks on was ready to give up the old man as come ct a stock deal several years publication of a cartoon of the Colcourt In the
The uniform accounting and a general ses- soon as he 'had the J1.0UU In currency ngo, Halliman claiming that Hannigan orado state Hupreme
be followed by a band concert.
or coin in his hands, and not before. owes him the amount demanded as a Hocky Mountain News, of which Patattendance promises to be very large sion.
James Hannigan, who arrived Sun-- J ransom.
The evening Fesslon, at which GovFor this, the
nud the convention, which will last
terson Is proprietor.
state held Patterson In contempt and
three days, Is expected to be unusually ernor Warner will pivflide, will re dequesAmong
of
interesting and important.
the
voted to the consideration
assessed a fine or $1,000. The writ
granted by Justice Brewer is made
those in attendance will be many tion of a new state constitution. The THINKS THERE IS OIL
ELLERY'S ADVANCE MAN
prominent men from other states who two principal addresses will be delivto take supersedeas, and orders a
are interested and prominent in the ered by Mayor George P. Codd of DeIN GOLDEN DISTRICT
HITS THE TOWN stay of all proceedings in the Colorado
Municipal league movement.
troit and State Representative Henry
court for the collection of the fine.
The first business session will lit T. Ileald of Grand Rapids.
The case will le reviewed by a full
Hardy-Vol- t
ler.
advance
Francis
expert.
mining
McConnell,
a
C.
J.
There will 1m regular sessions on
held tomorrow morning, when the
bench of the supreme court.
Royal
EHery's
Italian
baud
fcusial,,nt
on
president. Mayor Edwin F. Sweet of Thursday morning and afternoon and was in Albuquerque ,, yesterday
last night and TILLMAN RESOLUTION
west
from
.
, ,
,
the
Grand Rapids, will deliver his annual an evening session at which a number uess, ana was a caner auring ne aay will leave for the south tonight. This
FAVORABLY REPORTED.
ml d runs. Then the secretary. Professor of addresses on the subject of munici- at the office of The Evening Cvtlzen. famous organization of musicians will
Washington, 1). C. Feb. 20. By a
John A. Fairlie cf Ann Ar1or. will pal ownership will be delivered. The Mr. McCor.nell Informed a reporter for be at the Klks' theater for two per
vole of the house comsubmit, his report and Alderman David principal speakers will be Mayor F.
formances, the afternoon and erenlug unanimous
Helnenian of Detroit will deliver Dunne of Chicago and Mayor Tom this paper that he had taken charge of March 24, through which Albuquer mittee' on interstate, and foreign coman address on "Municipal Progress Jonnson of Cleveland. All ihe nieet-Wit- of the Golden Cement syndicate prop- que is more fortunatej than El Paso, merce it was decided today to make
report on the Tillman
und Without Brakes." In" the ings will be held in the St. Cecilia erties in the Golden district, In place wucre only one performance will be a favorabbresolution as amended. In its amendafternoon the delegates will make a auditorium.
of Senator Philip Keck, who bas re- given, and that will be a matinee, ed form the resolution provides for
signed as superintendent and will re- owing to the departure- of the band on the investigation
by the interstate
turn to New York. Mr. Keck came the evening Southern Pacific train on committee commission of "railroad
to New Mexico f r his health, which a tour of Texas am 'tit soutn.
and m nopolii'K in
discrimination
was badly impaired t the time of his
This is Ellery's third visit to Aloil."
buquerque, and these; previous en- coal and
arrival, but ' thanks to tne health-givinatmosphere," as the senator him- gagements were ran- - treats, well up PURE FOOD BILL
self puts it, "I am a well nian today, to all that the band is fani us for
STILL HOLDS FLOOR.
present organizaand it is all clue to my residence in good music. TheWiiHbin.'t 'ii, D. C, Feb. 20.
good
tion is composed of
New Mexico."
tat :;i:i of the- - pure food bill conthe new superin- musicians and a dire tor that beats tinue d in he- setiaic- - today.
Mr. McConnell,
tendent, stated that he thought his the band for entertainment. He Is an
HOUSE IS ADJOURNED IN
develop acrobat and musician combined.
I'i.J.;'(lel.hia, I'a.. FtU. 2u. Arch - tilled until ISM', whrn he bec ame its company would onbe able trproperties,
RESPECT FOR DEAD MEMBER.
their
ityan Is celebrating his seventy rector. In 1Kiii he was transferred to some oil lands
j
U. C. Feb. 2o. The
BIRTHDAY
re
been EIGHTY-SIXThereiof
hiiig
has
that
soiiie
birthday
Louis,
today,
compliance
the Annunciation church, St.
tlrli
in
!:i v. look
an immediate
BANQUET AT HOTEL ASTOR. hous.-McConnell stated, and
overlooked,
Mr.
archbishop's
u:
the
years,
request t'mt
where be remained for twelve
ill
York. Feb. 2" 'I he Interurban Jonnnie tr. out of respect, to the
plenty
of
were
thought
there
that
he
demonstration le made, t.i'' acting also during the civil war as indicHtions of nil In that district.
George A.
Political Equality .u'lcil gave a rece p- - nii'iuoiy of
y
iii!y official observation of the day chaplain of a military hospital and
lion and lunche.n at tN- - Hotel Astor ( 'jM"i of Pennsylvania, uf'.er
surprise
continued
wouldn't
me.'
"It
w mass of thanksgiving,
a
i
prison. He was consecrated coadju ;., .. onnc 11,
and
resolutions
eighty-sixte
mg
Hi
c:
in
;i.,.f
hoticr
of
Kan"if a rival to the
which was celebrated early In the IJ, ....W, Ul H.
111
,! I'llf,.r.,la
flel.U WM. not
of Susan H. Anthony, the pointing a Itinera! committee.
During
give n the honorary title of arch
a' 'he cathedral.
nioiiiin
veteran wontan suffragist. The reNew Mexico.
in
right
developed
here
FAILED
many
members of the bishop of Salamina by Pope I.eo XIII.
He foreiiiMin
ception began al l'- -' o'1 and the lunch- TEXAS BANK
CAN PAY DEPOSITORS.
nUT
clergy of tins city and other cltlrg in On June 8. 1SN5, Archbishop Kyan was
eon
was
Miss
o'clock.
lit
served
Ti mpN'. Tex , Feb. 2". The Tetll-- !
this vieini'y called at the archbisnop's removed from St. Ixuis to I'hlladel-I-!ii- MR. WALKER HAS NOT
Anthonv . was the piincipal guest of
National Bank went into iiqulda- I.
nil'
II .1
!.
l..
as
of the lale Archresidence ' offer their congratulu-rions- .
'
SECURED C0NMISSI0N VET minor.
Among otner cnsi inguisneu
the result of rumors
bishop Wood.
guests piesent were- .Miss Anna Shaw, ionI'.- - today
Former Lieutenant
in .j 'i ency.
o
The archbiohop is still hale and
'
I" bidi iii of tne Na'ional American
I'er.illeton, president of the
',oen:iT
looks
twenty years BRIDE AND GROOM'S CAR
EXPECTS IT TOMORROW.
HE
hearty, and
Won. m Suffrage
elation;
Mrs.
Uank takes over its
!
actually is. He was
HAS REACHED SAVANNAH.
voungi v
WILL MAKE NO CHANGES IN Charlotte M. WilUmr, .Mrs. Harriet l"irt National
tend will pay the deposiiik
Thurles, Tipperary
iiorn in 1:!1
AT
Savannah, Ga., Feb. 20. Mr. and
PRESENT. Stanton Blatrh, William Lloyd Garri- tees m PiM. The liabiltie-PROBATE F"RCE
and re- county, Ireland, lie attended private Mrs. Nicholas Long worth arrived in
son, Edwin Marl-hamWilliam M. hcurci
approximate jOU,imhi encn.
until lie was sixteen years old. Savannah at i:2i this morning, via
Ivins and others.
A. V.. Walker, who h'is Iwen
when he cii'eivd CarTw college, Dub ithe Southern railway, the train being
Dr. Pearce Returned.
probate clerk by Governor
lin.
A
'four hours and forty minutes late.
John F. 1'earce returned this
H. J. Hagerman. to succeed .1. A. PROCEEDINGS RESUMED IN
lr
BY
He re' cive'd bis eciresiasiicr.? train small crowd was at the station, but Summers, deceased, when
MISSOURI. moiiiing I''1"" l';i Vo, where
he
CLEVELAND
this
Cleveland, O.. Feb. " The taking wen .hi Sunday night, for the pur- of the private car. afternoon whether he had n'ceiveel
inn at Cajbiw college and was oraain- uw occupants
..,.
,.,. ...i.l,
. ,1 a
there. When Jl years Klysluin, did not appear.
of
depositions
testimony
in tin
and
had
I.l "no I'" lit fUn.llU III
lis commission, replied that lie some
Standard Oil Investigation instituted Kiel an
.iid be came to America, entering the'
r the condition of S:tniuei
it tomorrow
expected
1(4.
but
by the ktate of Missouri, was rcaumeiJi ,.t,ur
ill.
.lioiese- of Si. I.oiiis, and .ie same- TAKING TESTIMONY IN
who u unite seriously
time.
appointed professor of Eng- says that Mr. Scbut. Is
PATRICK CASE RESUMED.
vein- - w.-m make- - nnv changes in the by Attorney General Iladley of Mis- - ),
"WUi
Xew York, Feb. 20. The taking of (personnel
Msh literatim- a' Carondelet seminary
prot.atf t uri today. Ir wa-- . adjourned till to- - -- v,:n ed ag''. and that It is the
presi-n- t
of the.em-a- : Mty on January .it. a
nv
Not ion; aferwards he was ordaim d ,iu testimony of Texas witnesses in clerk force? he was ,.?h'-- i
in weal' of old ag'' that Is causing his
Mrs. .lames Oruns-liavi- d
Attorney General Hadb y, to give him
g
ii
deacon, with 'he- - privi.ege of preach-- .n,. motion fur a new trial for
ii.r.i'sr.
present," was the reply.
Uoseuwald, who were
additional time to pr.x urej testimony. f Id
Lert T. Putrick was resumed today.
in the S'. Louis c dthedraL
It the commission arrives tumor-ro,
after the hearing begun,
ca. ;, te. K! Paso by the illness
On Sci'eiiib r fc, lj3, he was or I'lin
Mr. W alker wi'.l a' once pr icced a number of witnes''s will testily
and the hearing will probably
and made assistant pas-- i;, t order Goff Issued an order to pro-- l. to take the c.tte of T'd- and comof Mr. mIihz, returned home with
ilained 'i
fur several eiu.
;.!. I'd
merce bis r.etv iliitie v
r of ;h.' ithnlrul, wiich position he;.iuet Patrick in court tomorrow.

ANNUAL CONVENTION

CAIRO

IN

rnrls, Feb. 20. Germany's rejection
of France's proposal at Algeclraa that
the proposed Moroccan police system
shall be French and Spanish, baa
given renewed gravity to the Franoo- Oerman situation. It Is officially an
nounced that Germany leaves Franoe
no course but to terminate private do
gotlatlons and appeal to tae Judgment
of the world before the open conference. This decision suspends the
meetings between M. Reroll, head of
the French mission, and Horr Von
RadwUz, chief of the German delegation, at which they ihave been seeking to find accord.
The failure to agree promises to result In a prolonged crisis, in which
each side maintains the position it
It
took before the open conferences.
Is expected that the strained situation will lave the effect of renewtnn
alarmist 'iar reports, and of causing
111.
When he reached the room he the public much apprehension.
found two women and three men at
the bedside, and Miss Hart dead. NO DISQUIET 13 FELT IN PEKIN.
NEIGHBORHOOD OF
When the coroner, who was notified
Pekln, Feb. 20. Foreigners are reat once, reached the room, none ot ceiving
Inthe watchers remained. The police dicating telegrams froma relatives
feeling ot
that there is
are now searching for the cab and the
ot
two men who carried tM? woman s alarm abroad over the possibility
an outbreak ot Chinese 'ilOBtlllty. No
body to the room.
at Pekln. and
Later, the police arrested Edward disquiet whateTer is feltagree
that the
Murphy, dancing master, and It devel all foreign ministers
never were friendly towards
oped that the woman's death was due Chinese
personally although followto an accidental fall down a flight of foreignersindependent
line politically.
an
stairs. Miss Hart was about fifty ing
movement in
years old and was a well known black There Is no
north China likely to lead to
face comedian.

XTklZ "CEiSfS
y

BY NEWS EXPLOSION

New York, Feb. 20. A murder mys
tery with some features not unlike the
famous Patterson case of two years
ago. Is engaging the attention of the
Mice today, la this case a woman
was murdered, it Is believed, in a cab.
The police were first informed of
the crime by a physician, wiho had
been called to a house on west Thir
avenue, to attend the worn
an, and found her dead. Her skull
had been fractured. Tie woman was
Miss Gusslo Hart, an actress at a local
theater. The police are unable to find
where she was from the time she left
the theater last night until several
hours later, when the cab atoppod be
fore her rooming house. Then, they
say, two men took her from the cab
and carried her Into the house, and a
few minutes later the physician was
called, being told that the woman was

bat-(wi- ll
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LEAVES LETTER FOR HER
UNSUSPECTING HUSBAND.
Fall River, Mass.. Feb. 20. The of
ficer
of the eteamer Plymouth, ot
the Fall River line, found part of
woman's wearing apparel and a note.
saying that Bhe had thrown her three
children overboard and, was about to
follow, them herself.
The things
were in a stateroom, and wete found
Just after the steamer left Newport,
on a trip from New York to this city,
today.
Pending Investigation, the
police refuse to give the name signed
to the note. Agent Bushey, of the
Flail River line, says that the three
children and the woman were on the
steamer when It left New York.
It was later given out that , the
woman was Mrs. John Wl Watters of
New York. The oldest child was a
girl of eight, and the smallest a baby
In arms. She left several letters, one
to her husband reading:
"iH-a- r
Forgivethis
Husband:
I have nearly broken my
trouble.
heart. Dear John, forgive mo for
causing you this sorrow, but I could
not live nnd I could not leave our
children. I have worried so much, I
fear Insanity, and I could not leave
the children."
John W. Watters, manager of tho
Fire Insurance Bureau of the Na
tional Association of Manufacturers,
was prostrated,
when told of the
death of his wife and children by
drowning. To his business associates
Watters said that his wife had been
subject to short spells of Insanity,
nnd had spent some- time In a sanitarium some years ago.
-

TEXAS WILL AMEND RATES

ON CAR LOADS OF SALT.

Austin, Texas, Feb. 20. The State
Railroad commission is holding a session here today to consider and hear
arguments In regard to a proitosilion
to amend commodity tariff No. 20 C,
applying to salt, in carloads, transiteby railroads between points i:i
Ttxas. It is proposed to adopt the
following specific rates and provisions
to apply as an exception to said tariff:
Minimum weight. 40.imiii pounds per
car. lrom Silt City to llJuston and
Galveston and all points between
per hundred
those points, lo
weight ; from Salt City to Orange and
Beaumont and points between those
points anil Houston, 12.5 cents per
hundredweight ; from Grand Saline to
all jHiints 12.5 cents per hundredweight. Provided, that If said ship
ments are hauled over more man two
lines ef railway, for each additional
line 22 cents per loo iwiunds shall be
added to the rats a!ve named. The
Ceiminlssion will also try to adjust the
ra'es to apply "i. carload shipments
of bar Iron.

d
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PARLIAMENT
NOT CONVENE
Buda Pest, Feb. 20. The Official
Gazette publishes the appointment a
royal comnisstoner of General Nyas
and upholds the legality of yesterday's dissolution ot the .. Hungarian
parliament, maintaining that the rescript iras read la th - pnesenco .
thirty or forty deputies and warnlu
the deputies hat any attempt to hold
a sitting of the house convened lor
tomorrow will be prevented ly armed
force.
HUNGARIAN

'

MUST

.

BRITISH BARRACKS AT
CAIRO SUFFER EXPLOSION
London, Feb. 20. The Evening-Newthis afternoon published a dispatch from Cairo, Egypt, announcing;
that a great explosion had occurred
at the Brltisli barracks In Khartoum.
Considerable loss of life and much;
damage was reported.
1

s

TAGGART AND SOLDIERS
LEAVE FOR PHILIPPINES.

C.lumbus. O., Feb. 20. The two
companies of the Eighth infantry ot
the United States army, stationed at
the Columbus barracks, under com
mand or Captain E. F. Taggart, started today for San Francisco, to sail
thence for the Philippines on March
5. Large crowds were lined up along;
the streets through which the soldiers
marched from their armory to the
station, and several thousand
people, Including the friends and relatives of the' departing soldiers, were
assembled at the station to Bpeed
them on their way.
When asked what estrangements he
had made In regard to his children,
who are still in the possession ot his
former wife, Captain Taggart said that
he had left those matters in the hands
of his attorneys and felt quite confident that, they would make somo
satisfactory arrangement.
rail-roa-

el

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
WILL DOUBLE THE CAPITAL.
Pa., Feb. 20. The
Philadelphia,
stockholders of the Bell Telephone
company will hold a meeting 'here
this afternoon to vote on the proposition of the board of directors, to Increase the capital stock of the company from $10,000,000 to $30,000,000.
If the increase is voted, as is expecbed,
the new t.t.ock will be offered to the
stockholders from time tj time in proportion to the ir holdings in such
amounts as the requirements of the
business may demand.
.
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Chicago, Feb. 20. A run was start- STOCK OF TRACTION KING
HAS SHRUNK ENORMOUSLY.
ed on the Jackson Trust & Savings
Chicago, Feb. 20. The Chronicle
bank today, it being thought by many says today that startling reports have

depositors that the institution Is Insolvent by reason of the failure of
the Bank of America three days ago.
is
It Is known that the institution
loser through loans t F. C. Creeiman,
tell h(' loans from the Bank of America were the iinniidia'e cause) of the
closing of that concern. The Jackson
Trust & Savings bank, according lo a
recent report of its liabilities, held
savings deposits to the amount of
IHJii.ociii and commercial deposits to
ithe amount of $7"rt,t)ejo.

ached the ears of Chicago financiers that the reputed $15,00u,000 estate of t.te late Charles T. Yerkea is
fictitious. That it will not aggregate)
more than $H,Ooo,oimi, Is reported as
credited by Chic ago bankers who have
had occtsiou to make Investigation.
Since his death much of the
value of his traction slocks in
Chicago and Loud a are declared tc
have dwindled enormously. This situation has placed In Jeopardy the gigantic New York hospital proje-ct- .
which the late tractiou king provide!
for in bis w ill, as a iiioauiiient to uit
uu movy.
i
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BANK INSTITUTIONSJ

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS
of the man who thould be working for yout
. ....
of the man wn? would jtlartly lend you money?
of the man Jh3 would iik to buy your horse?
r
of the man who would buy an Interest In your huslnMB?
of the man who would buy that lot of cround?
of the man who would buy your old fclcycl?

PITTSTON, PA., PRIEST JUMPS INTO FAME BY PLAIN TALK TO
COUPLES WHO DON'T MARRY
DISAPPROVES LONG ENGAGEMENTS AND TELLS THEM SO
PUBLICLY.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.. Feb. 20. Rev. M.
Manley
of St. John's Catholic
church, Pittston. Pa., has Jumped Into.1
a fame that ho would fain Jump out
of again. f:r the Jump was made with-- )
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
out forethought on his part. The Jump,
$6 .00
flatty by mail, or jrar ia aJvanoa-..- ..
In question or the questionable Jumpi
fr)
ltwtly by mail, par month
........
t.00
SVrakljr by matt ona yoar
was made by an announcement from
his pulpit In regard to the few mar-- j
Dally by Carrier, 60c per month rlages which were being solemnized
among his parishioners.
Tmm Etwiimi Cititn will ha dellwrwt In thr
rfcy at tha low rata of 20 ronta prr waak. or for 60
This was as meat to the hungry,
i 1 m WMiath. irhm ratd monthly.
to the newspapers, and the story went
IdTertlsIng Rates Made Known on Application forth that Father Manley had advised
all the young men and women cf the
BbImmh
ua pansn io get marneo. tmu tne men
mi w
mlr tnwor bfof notifying
on whrn thf.y ni()St wttilv
paper.
any
on
th
ditlr
u
.11
uiunurn, iui ouw commented. It. was far from pleas- b
hould
rvniittj.nrM
addrrantwl
to wribe facetiously put It, and not to
All tottrr nd
ant'
Tub Citizrn Purliwhino Company. Draft,
,., was the most natural thing In
let iimn tuaic on uieir lianas, out xo
ehawka, poatoffir
and express monry order
must bt made pyabl to ih order of the
the world," he continued. "In the
omptnr.
Catholic church during advent we
OUR TtllrHONIIt
have no marriages tho time four
you
Geonce.
z)z
Colorado I
Automatic I A3
weeks following so I thought, of
course, when tho season was past
FiTHR AitVLCf
there would be many candidates for
Sf2) ?
SALMON-McIiENDRI- E
nuptial bliss, but I only had the names
of two couiiles to announce. Accordingly, before mass, I briefly stated my
TRAGEDY PARTICULARS
surprise and disapproval at the state
of affairs.
(
"I said that I knew of many cases
young
had
been keeping
men
where
It Occured at the Cosby Ranch
steady company with girls for four
and five years, without even proin Southwestern Section
posing. Now this, I said, was not
right, and 1 advised the girls not to
of Colfax County.
stand for it any longer, but to give
their time and attention elsewhere.
"I also said I knew of several cases
where couples had been engaged for
STARTED OVER TRIFLE ARGUMENT
eight, ten or twelve years and that
it was not right, and I would expect
in a short time to have their names
om Springer Stockman.
handed to me. But I did not advise
I.ABt Tuesday morning, at the home
ask the momentous question them to 'propose in bunches,' or to
of Robert Summon, on tie Matt Oosby go and
rush into matrimony."
ranch. In the southwestern part of the that very night.
Father Manley has a magnificent
"When I read those reports." said
county, Ijee McHendrle met 'his death
Father Manley, "I was mad, mad all church and a largo parish of 1,700
at the htands of Sammon, the latter over.
It has been awful," he said, families. Out of all that number only
firing three bullets into his liody,
marriages were solembut his eyes twinkled, "I have had seventy-eigh- t
dying almost Instantly.
The Blayer came to this city, arriv- letters from college friends from all- nised last year. An epidemic of matriing at noon Wednesday, surrendering over tho country, with Inclosed clip- mony is now expected at St. John's.
kimself to Deputy Brown of the sheriff's office, also delivering his gun
which the killing was done with, to
taMcUM Pratt Aftaraoon DllpitcSft.
Larftft City ind County Clrrulitlitn.
TlM Lirrwt New Mexico Circutatlon.
lirptt Sorthar Arlwna Cirwlitloa.

EVENING

T'l'TTT-l-TT-

i

ALBUQUERQUE,

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
with names and addresses
ojf people who are
"Neccessary to Your Prosperity"

Money to Loan

WANTKI

Co.

NET MEXICO

Capital and Surplus SI 00,000
T

WANTEt
Roomers and lKiarders in
private family: two blocks east of On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Santa Fc hospital. 815 South Edith Wagons and other Chattels; also on
street.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED Highest casti iricepaTd CEIPTS, as low ai $10.00 and as high
for second hand household goods. M. as $200.00. Loans are quickly nade
Time:
One
Ellison, 405 South First street. Colo. and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods re'phone, Red 131.
your
In
main
possession.
Our
rate
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanCall and see us beclothing. No. 515 South First street, are reasonable.
borrowing.
fore
south of viaduct. Send address and
THE- HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
will call. It, J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Steamship tickets to and from all
WANTED
Two men In each county
parts of the world.
to represent and advertise hardRooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
ware department, put out camples
315 West Railroad Ae.
of our goods, etc. Traveling posiPRIVATE OFFICES.
tion or office manager. Salary, 890
Open Evening.
per month, cash weekly, with all expenses paid in advance. We furnls'h
THIS IS THE NEXT.
everything. Department 610, 234
Fifth avenue, the Columbia House,
Chicago, 111.
One four-rooframe house, modern.
AGENTS WANTED.
brick on South Edith
One
street, both for
AGENTS make Iti daily, selling the
cheapest and most perfect water
83 600 OO
filter over invented. Retails at $2.
Big profit. Exclusive territory. SenRented all the time
eca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
for $20 each. A 12
FOR h en f
per cent Investment
FOK RENT Dining room. Inquire at
524 South Second street.
PORTERFIELD CO.,
KOK'RENTRoomB ror nousekeep
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
ing. 624 West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT One furnished room, for
gentlemen. 410 West Coal avenue.
work and conveyancing.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house- Notarial
keeping. 524 South Second street.
rooming house.
FOR RENT
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
309
Railroad avenue. Apply 217
South Fourth street.
DENTISTS.
FOR RENT Nicely furnisned rooms
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
with steam heat. Grant building,
Dental Surgeon.
Railroad avenue. Inquire
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
at room B.
furnished the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
FOR RENT Three-room- ,
that tffficex
I rtent and other rooms after the 16th, Both 'phones. Appointments made by
According to Sammon's story only
from $10 to $15 per month. Mrs. mall.
son were iu
lie and his
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
E. K. Norris, 524 St. John street.
the room where the killing took place.
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
It seems that the two men had Go'.ieri
FOR SALE
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p, m.; 1:30
"Into an argument over the question of
FOR SALE All lots in Coronada p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
skill of certain parties In roping
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South polntments made by mall.
torses, Tbe question became heated,
Broadway.
gun.
Vhen McHendrle reached for his
LAWYERS.
SELL, RENT OR TRADE ust your
an 1
tut Salmon was too quick for himwhich
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
S. Rodey.
tired two shots into his body,
Bernard
South Broadway.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
fell lifeless to the floor.
busigood
TRADE
SALE
OR
A
FOR
N. M. Prompt attention given to all A
The prisoner was taken to Raton on
Mcoffers
league.
Dunn
T.
L.
property.
ness
"outlaw"
city
In
the
for
pictures
are
fight
The
"Wednesday by Officer Brown for safe
business pertaining to the profession
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
turn Young over to Boston for
keeping untiV his preliminary examina making a big hit in England, and it to
practice in all courts of the terriWill
money
forfeit
of
his
amount
$3,000,
gallon
the
Ten
films
SALE
thousand
FOR
has been decided to send other
tory and before the United State
tion could be held.
option.
Boston
for
the
Germany
and
805
cedar tank cheap. J. H. Heald,
land office.
The dead man leaves a wife and an of the fight to France,
East Grand ave. Colorado phone 62,
infant child. They have been working Austria.
Ira M. Bond,
rings.
a l
three
Little Johnny Butler, the Kansas
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 P street
for the Irwin brothers for a year or
catcher City backstop, is kicking on the salary FOR SALE Indian trading
Grady,
post; N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
so, the wife as housekeeper and tne of MlnueSt. Louis the
is
sale
Cardinals,
for
the
good location and a paying business. lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
offered him by the Brooklyn team
husband on the ranch. For a year or
trade, his utility on the Missouri and threatens to quit the game. Better
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad- letter patents, trade marks, claims.
so when first coming to this country or
tendency
by
a
depreciated
being
It is problematical
way.
Johnny.
not,
they lived in this city, McHendrio bo team
players,
umpire,
R. W. D. Bryan.
gravel
at the
throw
whether you could make good In fast FOR SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
&
ne In the employ of M. WL Mills to
.
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWspectator and police.
once,
in
St.
company.
You
failed
engasoline
peaceable
a
power
always
was
Morse
While here he
que, N. M. Office, First National
never
you
were
you
know,
Ixiuls,
and
par
pumping
His
small
for
gine,
suitable
man, sober and Industrious.
Rube" Waddell s arm Is coming
Bank building.
wonder even In the American assoplant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
ents live in Kansas.
back into shape. He 'has been playing aciation.
E. W. Dobson.
Dis
by
appointed
FOR SALE OR RENT Residence,
Ir. Lefforge was
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
hand ball every day, and having the
Ad1016 West Railroad avenue.
trict Attorney Leahy to go to the rheumatism massaged out of it. He
N. M.
Albuquerque,
block,
well
WlllVe
last
was
on
his
Hoppe
When
dress, Darby A. Day, El Paso, Tex.
scene of the killing and ascertain the thinks he will be in good condition
game
apparently
had
the
run
and
of
ARCHITECTS.
A good
nature of the wounds on the liody
FOR SALE OR TRADE
when the season opens.
cinched In the international billiard
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
McHendrle. Also tho Justice of tut
O
Schumaker piano. A bargain. T.
twenty
v'lgnauv,
Maurice
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway. ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Deace swore in A. R. Hubbard as
The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Athletic contest with
the FOR SALE Small stock merchandise Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
special constable to go and notify club has offered a purse of 12,500 to gendarmes who wero stationed InmanJustice of the Peace Ashe of precinct Kid Herman and Benny Yanger to hall seized Frank Hoppe, Willie's
NOTARY PUBLIC.
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 30U
15. the nearest Justice, of the tragedy meet early in March. Yanger has ac- ager, and bore him off to a cafe, where
South Broadway.
Wildraughts
to
copious
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
so that an inquest would be held. The cepted and it is believed Herman will they drank
FOR SALE A hanusome Harduian
W. B. Chllders, 117 West
Office
with
two went up Wednesday afternoon also attach his signature to the lie's health and at Willie's expense.
piano, In fine condition and almost
avenue.
This Is the playful w.y the Parisian,
Gold
This tragedy Is deplored by the people articles.
particubargain.
new, at a
For
0
police do It.
t the neighborhood, all of whom
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
lars, call at this office.
"Doc" Relating and "Red" Owens,
supposed that the slayer and slain
SALE OR TRADE Are you in
The Columbia faculty is kept busy FOR
who petitioned the national commisA. L. Morgan.
were the best of friends.
terested In mines? I have some
still denying that football will bo reinstatTHE INDEPENDENT CONTRACThe place where the killing took sion to remove the onus, mustamong
with
good
Talk
deals.
to
said
be
college.
of that
ed as one of tne
miles bear the burden of the onus
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
niece is about twenty-thre- e
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadcheerfully furnished; Job work solicthe outlaws. Anybody who has ever Nevertheless, there is god reason for
southwest of this city.
way.
played
ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
Bmil Ashe, Justice of the peace of seen an onus understands the iearrul believing that the game will be season,
FOR SALE $25,000 rancu at a bar 911 North Second street, Albuquer
on Morningsiile heights next
recinct 15, and coroner, conducted plight of these hapless players.
property
in
gain;
small
wly
take
o
que, N. M.
but probably in a modified form. The
sn Inquest over the remains the fol
exchange. Write, wire, phone or Tom O'Rourke blames all of his students and alumni are making such
lowing day, the Jury rendering a ver
PHYSICIANS.
303
McSpadden,
L.
F.
with
talk
with the police over the a strong protest against its abolition
dict that deceased came to his death trouble
South Broadway.
twenty-rounto
take
scheduled
bouts
later
action
expect
favorable
they
by
Sam
that
A. L. MAHAFFEY. M. D.
iy a gunshot wound inflicted
FOR SALE A good general merchan
place before his Tuxedo Athletic club on.
Physician and Surgeon
rnon.
Homeopathic
dise and grocery business, with meat
the Jealousy of other promoters.
25, Whiting building, over
Room
Later reports conflict somewhat to
O
buildings
for
market Included, and
to the
Vann's drug store. Automatic
with the story he told down here, Jealousy has worked harm 1'hiiadei-pblaProfessor W. ('. ljinsdown, a mem.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
telephone, 410.
One report says that McHendrle was game In other towns than
of the Kansas university faculty,
North Broadway.
killed out in the yard from the -- ouse
DR7R. L. MUST,
makes the charge that when Fielding FOR SALE Hotel, European plan;
and his body carried into the house,
Young may become an H. Yost coached the Lawrence team
Cy"
"Young
In
new
20
rooms,
newly
furnished
capN. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
the shooting securing at 9 o'clock in outlaw In spite of himself. He signed he Imported Rhlnehnrt, Yost's old
building; best location In city; a
treated with
play
Tuberculosis
team,
to
Larayette
the morning.
on
the
tain
a contract to pitch for Frank Dunn
reposition. Reason
fine business
Current and GerElectrical
Ooe reliable citizen says: "Sammon when Dunn was negotiating for the with Kansas under an assumed name,
for selling, poor health. Address, micide. Treatments given each day
has had the people of the Red Lakes purchase of the Boston club. Toung and that he was compensated fnr it
F. J., this office.
8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
country 'buffaloed' for a long time, thought he signed to pitch for Boston, wiih monev furnished by Yost.
"will buy equity in in attendance.
Both 'phones.
and In this cae probably tbe true but tbe contract rvad to pitch for "Yost's methods are positively dan- FOR SALE$700
J- - D. NUSBAUM,
residence on the best
&
H.
professor,
W.
DRS.
Kansas
says
facts would never be known.
gerous,"
the
did not get the
Dunn. As the
In the city; will rent for $45
street
to
permitted
Another says: "This Is not his first Boston franchiselatter
not
should
lie is holding Young "and be
month; owner leaving town. F. L
Physicians and Surgeons,
killing."
to bis contract for the Altoona team coach."
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.
Office over Hlckox & Maynatd's JewAnother informant says: "Very lit
double-ba- r
elry Store, Second streot.
FOR SALE A flm-ciastie. If anything, was brought out at
shotgun;
new
reled,
bran
th
him,
and
UNDERTAKER.
incrimate
to
lnauest
tbe
never has been used; one of th
evidence seemed to indicate that Saul
Colo. Red 115.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of Auto. uhone 316.
mon was Justified in taking the life of
A. BORDERS,
particulars.
flee
for
l
reputation
his
deceased, but that
r.itu Undertaker.
FOR SALE A good paying hotel in
the past is no feather in his cap. i
Building. Black
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300 rum mercial Club hearse,
Tho Stockman publishes the facts
$a.
white
and
South
an
Broadway;
them,
gotten
1hla case as it has
President Eas'ern League.
FOR" S ALE T wo-- s lory brick building,
opinion
whatever
"laTiD MATTERS.
From my experitnee of many years
1
sixteen rooms; liot water heat, hot
although it holds one.
hearing
gas
at
ir,
a
water;
sped
as
and
electric
and cold
H. W. S. Otero,
Thn renmlns of the murdered Ilia as a player and
.
,.r ,.li..,' wi.i.ft u mrt
lights In each room; lot 75x142 feet;
United States Court Commissioner,
were takn to Oeate for burl-alclose in; the lest rooming and 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
will Kiiv that believe the game would
lMianling house location in the city; to matters before the land omce.
D1PTHERIA CARRIES OFF
popularity as a spoil
boils,, nicely furnished; price and
FOUR OF FAMILY. be improved in
ASSAYERS.
bv tho elimination "f the sacrifice hit.
reasonable. Address, II. C,
terms
is
dlptheriu,
disease,
terrible
The
li. at inn out a bunted ball is a beau
care of Citizen.
CORBET & COLLINS,
jjrevaleut iu Eastern Mora county ani. tiful and greatly appreciated play, ami
United
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming r.in and Minina Engineers.
at number of deaths have been report-d- of course should be allowed. But the
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
States
but tbe saddest case conies from deliberate sacrifice of a batsman sim
,
Broadwav.
near Roy where tho children of one ply to advance a runner seems babyFOR SALE A
East side of Plata, Santa Fe. N M.
family Is entirely wiped out by the ish to the majority of spectators, and
brick dwelling in the Highlands
4jerrlbl
disease. El llispano Ameri- greatly decreases the number of those
DR. W. G. SHAORACH,
dose in; bath, electric lights, cel- cano of Roy, says:
sterling and Interesting forms of
two
bargain
A
if
heavily
at
taken
bir.
was
laid
barn.
111
3(
"The hand of death
PrJctice ,imited to Eye, Ear. Nose
ulaylng. place bitting with the run
V
nee. Easy terms It desired. Post Throat
on tho home of Ollveria Lucero and ner, known as "hit and run, and basei
ffflr-ten stealing.
Box 218.
Fe coas
for. .Santa
ncentist and Aurlst
alfe, who live at Ijis Canelas,Saturon first o
runner
, .
a
With
. - .
n. tn.4
i
Vi
313
miles east of Roy, Friday and
Office,
wesi
EXCHANGE.
lines.
out,
man
make
BUSINESS
no
base and
day of last week. Their four children, second
avenue.
the
wherever
bunt,
attempt
to
I have some ranches
every
TO EXCHANGE
three girls and ono boy. died as ar
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1 30 to 5
to trade for city property. T. L.
lall goes, a strike, and place the runof dlptheriu within twenty-foun.
ni.
original
McSpadden. 800 South Rroadway.
ner or runners In their
iioura. Their ages were respectively
exeuaugo
BEAUTY CULTURE.
TAYLOR,
man.
The
McSPADDEN
HARRY
U
13, 10, 5 and 3 years. Mr. and Mrs.
Tbe playing rules as a whole need
See him for business exchanges.
are
Lucero have the sympathy of tbe siul- redrafting. They contain a number vastly strengthened when lhMRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
son Smith Broadwav
community In this great and
frequently fail to taken advantage of.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
and
of umbigultb
i
To
have
EXCHANGE
property in
dl'U loHS."
New York city. The latest
The prospects are bright for a bau-lLate
express the meuuitu Intended, and to
Missouri,
Iowa,
Illinois.
Kansas scientificof appliance and BP to date
league. The
covered.
i season in the Eastern
nhould
be
p
inls
cover
that
Arizona
INJURED
Colorado
to trade for
and
FOOT BADLY
In good
fo- - treating the hair, face
As to the foul strike rule, while It clubs in every city are now
NECESSARY.
Albuquerque property. Talk wltn methods
AMPUTATION
Complexion steaming and
owners are workscalp.
condition,
their
batsmen,
on
and
and
severe
too
seems
rather
had
hoy
who
McSpadden,
me.
300
Marshall,
T. L.
the
South bleaching; manicuring and shampooWillie
hard to get together strong
Broadway.
1lw nilHtoit iin. to have his foot ho it has its merits, and the difficulty of ing
water
automatic
ing. Electrolytic
wise amendment or substi- teams. With strong cities all around,
tadiy injured l.aat week, at Chavez making u great.
avenue.
financially,
FOUND.
massage, til 3 West Gold
backed
well
every
club
and
is
tution
a
Jump
train.
attempting
to
while
for- FOI". 'D lady's gold ling, ruby set, Auto phone 279As to lhe drafting rules, some sleps we can foresee nothing but good
was brought to his home at Gallup
to f expect
"
reason
by H ward Maun,
every
of
more
tune.
North.
have
lately
been
have
toward
made
amputated
was
foot,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
and later, the
league
Eastern
street.
ill
Owner
tho
Fourteenth
bat
However,
can
race
have
equity
the
all
concerned.
fur
hospital
Gibson
at
now
iu
the
Ho is
finish
to
same by calling at this office and
will be hard fought from start
J. R. Fsrwell,
where he is doing as well as could opportunities for Improvement are
pujing for this notice.
plaiuly luauifcst, and base ball will be ly ight strong teams.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo Building.
Im expected under the circumstances
i
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Interest Allowed on Savirgs Deposits

1

...

111

-

n

-

five-roo-

j

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts CaplUt, $130,000.00.

and Solicits

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V. P. tnd Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Btldrldgs
8olomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

SANTA FE RY.

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
XhBO QU HRQU9, N. 1L

m

4f

Soort

--

Brltt-Nelso-

the'

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed facilities.

:

Ofnesri tad Dtrectof.

JoerrnA n. watnoutbi
L W. JPLOUimOT
rtiAnr JMCKJUD

. .JH".7r.

B. A. FROST

v.m. depositors'.

mmrn..m

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

........ .$264 ,06ft.

6anta Fe Hallway Conpaay

0OX5OOOOCO(

soi't-peda-

V'MEKSfln-

Anthortaad Capital
Paid Up CaoHal, Surplus and Profits

O. N. MARRON,

.Toe 'preakieart

a..,

President.

J.

B.

HERNDON, Cashier.

The State National Bank
of Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$100,000.00
15.000.00

0

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
the basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat- nient.

v

Correspondence or a personal interview solicited.

OOXXOOCK0000X00X3XCCXCX
"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1871

Lm

B. PUTN

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

"

d

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
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High-Frequen- cy
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HE WOULD ELIMINATE
THE SACRIFICE HIT
I

ALBUQUERUE, N. M. G

AVENUE

RAILROAD
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A

Fish Exhibited

n

WAS CROWDED

New Mexico

in New York Sports-

a

men's Show.
FIRELESS COOKING IN ARMY
Citrous

Levee-G-

Fair-Ro- yal

20 Lots, 50x142 Feet, Each in
Block Q. R. K. and L.

EASTERN

ADDITION-HIGHLAND-

S

olf

A

'

Growing School.

n

A

$100 to $150 per Lot. $10 Down, $4 per
Month. Call Early to get First Choice.

New York, Feb. 2fl. The twelfth
annual motor boat and sportsmen's
saow will open nt Madison Square
Rardon this evening.
It will be by
far the largest and moat, interesting
show of its kind ever held here. The
lake In the center of the garden has
been deepened and enlarged so as to
allow a better display or motor boats.
te. The plan of classification also
tdiows a decided Improvement over
that of former years. launches are
exhibited on the main floor, engines
and motors in the exhibition hall and
the promenade floor and balcony will
he reserved for slate exhibits and
sportsmen's goods.
One of the most Interesting special
exhibits this year is an exhibit of
mounted fish from New Mexico. Tnere SURPRISE
PARTY
will also be a special Ixinjr Island
exhibit, while the showing from Maine,
LAST SATURDAY
he Adlrondacks and Virginia will occupy much more space than last year
AT KELLY, THE WELL KNOWN
and will be a great deal mere

A

A
A
A

Office Surety Investment Co.
D. K.

a. SELLERS,

Tract

Mew (Giraimt

Only two Lots at original plat prices remain

A

A

Corn

Tournament-Railw- ay

GRAND CLEAN UP vSAlLE

Agent.

unsold.
These Lots face on Sixth Street and are
beauties. Price for the two only $325.
$20 down, balance $10 per month.
Call today or you may be too late.

Office Surety investment Co.
D.
B. SELLERS, Agent.

v

C.

A

to their organization for the timely
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
aid. A number of persona h i,at.
nHn say. have not paid subscriptions
(Small Holdlnc Claim No. B8.) '
or Beven mnths, which has Department of the Interior, United
TJ
.
ue ,t aimcuit for the organization
State Land Office, Santa Te, N. M,
Berlin, Feb. 20. Baroness Ellse von
secure Its necessary
January 24, 1906.
equipment.
CAMP, IN
MINING
SOCORRO Haeusler is again occupying public
Thoy ar asked to pay up.
Notice Is hereby lven that the folCOUNTY.
attention. Two and a half year ago
o.Jb.eu fo'lowinK nave subscribed to lowing named claimant has filed nothe baroness was sentenced to six
tice ot bit Intention to make final
FIRELESS COOKERY WILL
n,alntaJn,n
ginlzahtionrd
Special Correspondence.
ox
years' penal servitude on a charge of
proof in support of her claim under
BE ADOPTED BY MILITARY.
Kelly, N. M., Feb. 20. A very en- poisoning. Now the has been tempo16 and 17 of the act of Marctt
Washington, D. C Feb. 20. It Is joyable surprise party was held Sat- rarily liberated for a new trial.
ino.oo sections
V2' i?.uu- 9 torn
inn
evident that there will be no difficulty urday evening at the home of Mr. and
by ,h RCt of February 21. 1893. (27
M
a rwv
Baroness Hneusler presided as lady
15
00
in determining that the largo tireless Mrs. Joseph Brown. The event was superior
Stats, 470). and that said proof will
of a high class charitable In..u in. nune
mnn
cooker of a capacity for preparing given as a farewell party for Mr.
XX De made
Charlea V. Safford
Derore the United
Btats
food for an entire company, and made Jcscph Brown, who has bien a pleas- stitution, supervised by the Bavarian
R. C.Garrett
ooo court commissioner at Albuquerque.
In New York city, will be adopted in ant visitor at Kelly for the past two minister of the interior. The Inmates
N.
M.,
They
on
10,
ladles.
Hornch
March
1906 Til.:
destitute aristocratic
the military service. The experiments months, and who, we regret to leam, are
m
TBe&trls Moya de Sedlllo, widow el
decree.
-t
which have been In progress at Port will leave this morning for his home are admitted only by royal
Jesus
It.
1903
Sedlllo,
At tiie trial of
was shown
deceased, for the 8. H.
Riley, Kas., Indicate that Caere is In Girvin, Canada. The surprise was
The Bat Phytic.
C. No. 686, In lot 1, sec. 26, T. 7 N,
great use In a military "way for this successfully planned by" a number of that Baroness Haeusler ruled with
T hen you
R.
2
want
E.,
physio
a
and sec. Jl, T. T N K. I R,
it mild
fuel Raving device. It la found that the "As You Like It" club, and the brutal severity. She habitually pulled
and lot 2, sec. 86, T. 7. N., R. 2 E.
tae Pamberlaln'8thatStomach
inn i
meat and vegetables may be placed crowd met at the home of Prof, and the aged Inmates' hair, pinched their
TabIeU'
She names the following witnesses
on the range for thirty minutes and Mrs. A. Ij. Helster and went in a lody faces, dealt them blows with her
Every box warranted. Get a 25
flogged
with
them
fists,
- to prove Jier actual,
continuous, adclenched
and
earnfree
then transferred tt the flreless cooker, to tiie Brown home. The surprise was
t0 take and Pleasant verse possession ot said tract for
J?- .?e?
where they are kept for six or seven a genuine one and the surprisers horse and dog whips, and imposed unany
twenty
drug
years
store and try them.
next preceding the anr
hours In their own heat. At the end passed a jolly evening in music and usually difficult tasks. story:
vey of the township, tIi.:
4.
i
This is one victim's
In probate court' yesterday
of that time the material is found to singing, games and speech-marnof
Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N. Jl.;
a war"I am 78 years of age. Baroness
ranty deed was fllod
have a temperature of 140 degrees for various kinds. Delicious refreshments
Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro, N. M.;
made life unbearable lo me.
the vegetables, 160 degrees for the consisting of sandwiches, cake and Haeusler
H
addftion.
U?ng H1h"0
Estanlslao Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.;
4
meat, and 172 degrees for the coffee. pickles were served to the invited She would enter my room at 4 o'clock
Bryce and wife tafTaiik Amada Otero de Sedlllo,
ot El Cerro,
McKee, consideration, J1.000.
It Is at that time ready to serve and guests, who were Mr. and Mrs. L,. R. in the morning and whip me until
N.
M.
has leen found most palatable. The Babcock. Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Ferry, I got up and dressed. Still chastising
Any
person who desires to protest
army officers who are engaged in the Mr. and Mrs. Stapleford, Mr. and Mrs. me, she compelled me to scruo the
PROPOSALS FOR BARN.
against the allowance of said proof,
consideration of this method of pre- D. n. Townsend, Prof and Mrs. A. L. floor of the room. She occupied me
of tho Interior. Office
indhTn or who knows of any
substantial reaparing food for an army in the field Helster, Mr. and Mrs. Lue Terry, Mrs. with menial work for three hours be
Wwhington. D. C, Feb?ury son under the laws and
regulation
5
say that the tireless cooker will solve Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. S. Exter, Miss fore allowing me to eat a scrap of
ed
endorsed of the Interior department why sock
PP08'8.
Afterwards she mad me
Proposals for Barn,
the problem of household economics. Floe Cowell and Miss Delia Scheurich; dry bread.
Zunl School, New proof should not be allowed, will be
Mexico,
This is especially true in the matter Messrs. James Stephenson. Ross San- crawl along the Btone floor of the
and addressed to the Com- - given an opportunity at the a
missioner of Indian Affairs,
of keeping down the expenses for the born, Simeon Exter, Jr., Thomas Ste- corridor and remain on my knees in
Wash-ngtoe
time and place to
purchase of fuel. They say wirlher phenson and your correspondent. The the little chapel for two hours. At ttiflo
D. C. will be received
the witnesses of said claimant,
at the
of this time I fainted and had
I"dlan office
that the method will be much In vogue affair was all in 'all, a m:st pleasant end
ntli 2 o'clock p.
and offer evidence in rebuttal of that
within the next few years. Experi- event and will long be remembered be carried back to bed. As punish
2V190G- - for furlshlng and de submitted by claimant.
ment f Jr fainting the baroness nit me
ments with the flreless cooker which by our Canadian gentleman friend.
materials and labor necMANUEL R. OTERO,
on half rations for two weeks, auriui
essary to construct and
have been made by private individuals
complete a
Register.
which I became ill through lack of
tone ham at the Zunl Indian
have been equally successful and sat NEW SANITARIUM TO BE
school.
proper nourishment. As often as she
lsfactory frcm on economical point of
New
Mexico,
in strict accordance with
ESTABLISHED AT ARTESIA. saw mo the baroness called me a
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
view.
The fame of the Pecos valley as a 'reptile pauper." "
and placed In a glass case in t'io prin- Wagner bebaroe seriously ill from Plans and specifications and lnstruc-tn,- "
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
n'ch may be
cipal sitting room of the estnDiis.i-nient- . drinking It. Only after many months
health resort has long since gone
? b'dder8'
Prayer for Cat.
WILL. tEACH THEM
this office, the offices of The Department of the Interior, United
abroad, and there are hundreds of
did she recover.
HOW TO RAISE CORN people here
wt,eu Aiuuquerqiie, n. M.j ImproveIt was Baroness Haeusler's habit
States land office, Santa Fe, N. M.
today for the sole purBaroness Haeusler extended her
Suspicion fell promptly on Baroness ment Bulletin,
Chicago. 111., Feb. 20. A special pose of building up their physical every morning to aak whether one of
Minneapolis, Minn
January 29, 1906.
serv- - Haeusler and the police arrested her American
maltreatment
to
domestic
the
'
train, carrying what may be called a liodies, says the Artesia Advocate. the "old witches 'had not died dur:ng
Contractor, Chicago,
Notice Is hereby given that the folloof the establishment, whom she as fche was kneeling in the chapel.
school of corn growing on loard, starts More arc coming all the while. Every the night, and expressed disappoint- i ants
News, Chicago, 111. wing-named
claimant bas filed nopossikicked
every
en
and
thrashed
was
She
guilty
found
sentenced
and
Builders
& Traders' Exchangee
from here early this morning, over boarding house In Artesia is filled ment if nothing had happened to them. ble
at tice of his Intention to make final
years
to
peual
occasion.
six
,
servitude.
Influence
St
Paul. Minn., Minneapolis. Minn.: proof in support of his claim under
Jhe Illinois Central railroad, to make with them, and tents are being put
Baroness Haeusler's love for Ur cat
is regarded as responsible for her new Milwaukee, Wis.,
Nearly a Murder.
a tour of about 2.000 miles for the up on dozens of vacant lots by those was in remarkable contrast to her
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marctt
and Omaha,
Is
trial.
Her
brother
Bavarian
thu
the Northwestern Manufacturers' Neb
purpose of instructing farmers in the who come to get just a feyv months or harsh treatment of the human inmate?
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
A Miss Minna Wagner, 26, wag by
Ascourt
chamberlain.
sociation, St. Paul, Minn.; the U S by the act of February 21, 1893. (27
visited districts In the best methods weeks of our dry air and sunshine ol the home. A domestic servant was far the youngest lady In the bom.
Indian Warehouses at 119
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
of raising corn. The plan of sending
nee(i
..lace where transients told off for the special service of hold Baroness Haeusler tixk a particular SUBSCRIBERS ENABLE
a
street, New York City. 205 Wooster
out this train was undertaken by the can get accommodations has been ap- - '."8 an umurena- ovr u to protect, u dlsliko to her, and one day accused
Soutn be made before Ihe United State
Canal street. Chicago, 111.. C02 South court commissioner at Albuquerque.
BAND TO REORGANIZE.
her of stealing been. A lively scene
Illinois Central railroad without any parent a long while, and several par- - mml ule BU ol ra,n "u"k 1,3
Idea of immediate returns.
The tour ties have talked of putting up a sani-Mi ae lauy inmarts oi ensued in which Miss Wagner spoke
Karaen.
The First Artillery band at Santa Seventh street, St. Louis. Mo., 815 N. M., on March 9, 1906, yls.:
will last twelve days and will cost the tarium.
were frequntly her mind somewhat freely. On tho Fe has been reorganized under the Howard street, Omaha, Neb., and 23
Placldo Salazar y Otero, for the 8.
After various propositions tho establishment
street. San Francisco, H. C. No. 698, for lot 1, section 25
railroad company alwut $12,000. The have been threshed out, it is now an compelled totat scraps of meat which afternoon of the same day Miss Wag- title or Prof. Perez's Santa Fe band, Washington
ner was about to drink a cup of coffee and the following officers have been t.al., and at the school. For' further and 26; lots 3 and 4. sections 23. 24,
train consists of six cars and will step assured fact that the same will be IhtJ cat na'' Iett- whCn tho fat
at 12G cities, towns and crossroad ,one
Baroness Haeusler compelled all to in her own rooms when Baroness elected:
Prof. Perez, president and information, apply to Douglas B. 25 and 26; lot 2, section 25, township
Ktatlons. Each stop will be of forty
Dr! Stoker spent several weeks re- - walk in a 8oI,'nin funeral prwuslon Haeusler suddenly caused her to be leader: Anionic Alarld, manager and Graham, superintendent,
Zunl New 7 north, range 2 east.
minutes duration, during which there cently conferring with parties at a anJ to sa" prayers for the cat in the called away to another part of the assistant leader and Amado Gutierrez, Mexico, c. F.
He names the following witnesses
Acting
to prove his actual continuous adverse
will be a lecture on seed and soil. The rtlstanco nn the Bwl,tort. nn,t h1
A fortnight later the dead house. Before her return poison was treasurer. The band members wish to
f. chapel.
possession of said tract for twenty
tour is in charge of Professor Hop- forts have been successful to the x- - ll0i' of tno tat was exhumed, stuffel j administered to the coffee and Miss thank those who have made donations
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
years next preceding the survey of
kins of the University of Illinois, who tent that all necessary tents, furnithe township, viz.:
is assistfd by several professors from ture, etc., was purchased and has ar(Homestead Entry No. 6018 )
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.:
various agricultural schools. Repre- rived at Artesia. Dr. Stoker Informs
Department of the Interior, Land Ofsentatives of the Illinois Central will the Advocate that construction work
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan Mellton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
Salvador M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque,
accompany the train and will tell of on a splendid building will be started
nnry 30, 130G.
N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, ot
the results in the way of increased immediately. It Is designed to use
Notice is hereby given that tTie i
N. M.
shipmt nts that have come from im- tents and other temporary structures
named settler has filed notice Peralta,
Any person who desires to protest
proved methods of farming.
of his Intention to make finnl proof In
until more substantial buildings can
BKalnst
the allowance of said proof, or
support of his claim, and that said
be erected. The present facilities will
CALIFORNIANS HOLD
proof will be made before the probate who knows of any substantial reason
accommodate about twenty patients.
FOURTEENTH FAIR.
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on under the laws and regulations of the
Interior department why such proof
March G, 1906, viz.:
Cloverdale, Cal., Feb. 20. The four GRAND HIGH PRIEST EVERITT
Manuel Chaves y Turrleta, of Ber- - should not be allowed, will be given
teenth annual citrus fair, under the
nauno county, New Mexico, for the an opportunity at the above mention- IS AT ALAMOGORDO
auspices of the Cloverdale Citrus Fair
e
K" i'n'8
na piace to
.
4 on,i .hor,it,
lo
association opened here today under
'
the
witnesses
of
said
claimant,
southw;
and to
.
exthe most favorable auspices. The
Grand High Priest Arthur Everitt,
l""u oner evld ence In rebuttal of that aub- Bi,i I, va iiv,i
-hibition arranged for this association of Albuquerque, visited Alamogordo
in, tailor o eaBl,
He names tho following witnesses niltted by claimant.
There are two classes of remedies: those of known qualis the largest and best, as well as the last week and instituted Alamogordo
MANUEL R. OTERO.
to prove hid continuous residence!
most interesting, in the history of chapter No. 11, Royal Arch Masons,
ity and which are permanently beneficial in e ffect, acting
Register.
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
i'loverilale and Sanoma county, and in that city. The constitutional nine
gently, in harmony with nature, when natureneeds assistCregorlo Apodaca y Candelarla, of
the attendance at the opening today asked for a charter and on the nights
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ance; and another class, composed of preparations of
Albuquerque. New Mexico; Francisco
was largir than on any previous open of the institution, Monday and TuesGrleno, of Albuquerque, New Mexico;
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempoing day. The fair will last four days. day, six new members were given the
(Small Holding Claim No. 662.)
Manuel Antonio Fena. of Palarlto. '
Today. beinT the opening day, is call--- degrees. The first set of officers is
rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of Albu Department of the Interior, United
S.noma day. The other days will C. M. Spellnian. high priest; Byron
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
States Laud Office, Santa Fe, N.
querqtie. New Mexico.
be known as Mendoclna, lake and Sherry, king: Dr. J. W. Gilbert,
January 17, 190C.
ine remediesor Known quality andexcellence is the ever
MANUEL R. OTERO,
San Francisco county days. It is ex- scribe; H. H. Major, captain of the';
Notice Is hereby given that the folpleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured bv the California
Register. lowing named claimant has
pected that hundreds of visitors from host; C. P. Downs, royal arch captain;
filed noFig Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
these and other counties will come John Olson, treasurer, and W. E.
tice of bis intention to make final
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
liene to see the exhibition. There is Warren, secretary.
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
proof in support of his claim under
an unusually large list of prizes this
in which the wholesome Californian blue
sections lfi and 17 of the act of March
are used to con(Homestead Entry No. 8CS7.)
year and never has there
A Healinn Gospel.
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
3,
Department of the Interior, Iind Of
tribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor, it is the remedy
xreat a rivalry between the exhibitors
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of
by the art of February 21, 1893 (27
fife
at
of
New
Fe,
all
Santa
Mexico, Jan
remedies to sweeten and refresh and cleanse the system
hbarcn Baptist Cchurch, Belair, Ga.,
as this year.
Stats., 470). and that said proof will
tiary 30, 190G.
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming consti- fays of Electric Bitters: "It's a Godbe made before United Stutos comhereby
Notice
given
folis
that the
CARDS OF ADMISSION
send to mankind. It cured me of a
at Altmquerque, N. M., on
fr 'Ml pation and the many i'.ls resulting therefrom. Its active nrinci- lowing named settler has filed notice missioner
FOR THE KING'S LEVEE. lame back, stiff joints, and complete
February 27. 1906. viz Federico Sanand
y
are
to
known
and
quality
generally,
''JS.&i?M
of
physicians
the
his
intention to make final proof In chez y Montoya,
London, Feb. 2t. The first royal physical collapse. I was so weak It
for the Small Hold- remedy has therefore met with their approval, as well as with
! v
;,., situated In Sec.
under the new rules, requiring took me half an hour to walk a mile.
oui.,.,il i,i uis iiiiini. una mai aiuii,, r1oim proof
will
be made before tho probate 24, t. 7 N., r! 2 e'
h'1 per.-nn-s
the fzvot of many trillions of well informed persons who know
ai tending Ihe levee to have Two bottles of Electric Bitter3 have
'&'jf-?fU
.M'W iUeXICO,
l .iiuuiiui-iijue- ,
cards of admission, was held this noon made me to strong I have just walked
or meir own personal knowledge and from actual experience
JT9 names the following witnesses
tiuriu 0, IJUti, viz.:
to prove his actual continuous adat St. .lames palace. As a result of three miles in 50 minutes and feel
I,
most
do
We
remedy.
not
excellent
claim
matitisa
laxative
that
John
A.
Sweeney, of Bernalillo verse possession
the new anangemenr the attendance, like walking three more. It's made a
said tract for
ii win cure an manner or nis.but recommend it tor what it really
county New Mexico, for the lots 1, 6 twenty years next of
though lur..-- was not as large as
new man of me.
preceding the surGreatest remedy
7,
f section 1, township 8 north, vey of
and
represents, a laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
cause an overcrowding of the levee for weakness and all Stomach, Liver;
township,
the
viz:
range 2 east.
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character.
Mellton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
salons. Owing to the fact that the and Kidney complaints.
Sold under
Ho names the following witnesses Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
court i ir. mourning on account of guarantee at all druggists. Price 50c
There are two classes of purchasers: those who are informed
prove
his continuous residence Benito Armljo, of Valeucia, N. M.;
the dca'h of King Oscar of lVr.mar?..
to the aualitv of wh:it t'lev hnv nnH tho tfx i i". s f ir the f Xi ellpncc
uMii and cultivation of said land, viz.: Estanislas Garley, of Peralta, N. M.
Jake Weimer, the big U
there was an absence of the usual dis- pitcher,
of
articles
of
James H. Bingham. John V. Harexceptional merit, and who do notlak courage to go
Any person who desires to protest
secured by Cincinnati from
nlav and i.rilltant ceremonial charac-nett, Manuel Ipez and Ell A. Can-trel- apainst the allowance of said proof,
elsewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of anv well known
with the
leristi of r.al lrvees. Am. , ng hose Chicago, Is dissatit-fleall of Albuquerque, New Mexico. or who ltuowR of any substantial reaei e several Americans. Many j tract sent him from Redland and Is
rticie, cut, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
a
je m
son under the laws and regulations
members of parliament talking of quitting the game If the ' r
i
i u uu jiiow inemselves to re imposed upon. 1 hey cannot expect
of the
ReRlster. of the Interior department, whv such
attended the b vee and wer? gracious-- ante isn't raised. Oh, pickles! Welus
.r
u
"ciiciiuai eirects it they do not get the genuine remedy.
(proof should not bo allowed will be
mi r will stay In the game as long as
ly receive i by King Edward,
To the credit of the
j fin re
.'
Is anyone willing to pay bini
of the Unit.-.- ! States be it said
iKiven an opportunity at the above
dmists
3
i that nearly all of them value their reputation for professional
FOR
'.mentioned time and place to cross
real money to remain.
GOLF TOURNAMENT
. . . . - i O vn-.i
&
3
, ,w .t . . .
rU .. UDIOMCUID
d CURE fHE LUNGS
examine the witnesses of said elalni-- i
M CUn
M
integrity and the good will of their customers too hi:jl:!y to offer
.
..
LM .
I.'..). -'lt
M:n;a
i.
in tinrinvrl..!.!
Thrt "(ri.l!" . The Itnttf'L,
.
ant. and to offi-- evidence In rebuttal
'
" r ,
"'
I'Him 11'
ot
imitations
the
'of that submitted bv claimant
WITH
tournament for the amateur chatutii a , ifustd to permit Nelson to spar with
MAM' EL It. OTERO. Register.
hip of Sou'h Florida began here yes-- nis uoxing partner, and .Nelson Is sore
large numltiT of on the theatrical game. '1 am going
a
v
get out of It," says the Battler, "and
entries and a most brilliant gallery. to
manufacturtJ by the Cal: ifornia Fig Syrup Co.,
orJer M II
Many crack i!ac!S are taking pan in con tint' iuj nine iu naming, mere is
including Walter J.I more money and less monkey business
t0 buy the genuine artic le and to eet its rei.t.vi
the tournam-inteas, fS
fMll' b"r,wl 111 !l l'ftrlcal furna"
ml
Travis, who won th' '!Ue two yi at in it.
j
"e has only to note, when purchasing the hi nur.e of SB
tp,CT,l?0ille aplie--l IHickb-i.i.iLC
then.
UHLMJand
s Arnica 'jalv
.So and diil ni.t loini'e'.e
iiiti-Jothe
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Vickroy,
CompanyCalifornia Fig Syrup Co. plain!- pr
the f
':vV
With th usual result, "a quick ami
t
Louis,
I.o!:worth-Rooshave arrived in the city.
,roilt of f very package. Price, 50c per bottle. (Jn
of tit.
'
li i sam" that, ill.'
birrutt 'M
Cure lor till j ifrnianent cure." Oreate.n healer on
tr-velt wedding will cost I.VOO.oUi). This( Mr. VUkroy U connected with the
earth for Burns, VVouuds, Sores, E-- I
LUNO
XEOtJU- TflitOAX
art
una ixaiurr i.azeue, or t
will lw ri'adilv bri'.' W'd "y a:i ineionoe
or won:-:- i HACK.
and Piles. 25c, at all
Lts,
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married nun.

REVIVE CASE OF BARONESS

IMPRISONED AS A BOSGIA
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With the life of telephone and telegraph pules at its
present limit, the 800,000 miles of existing lines, requiring 32,000,000 poles, must be renewed approximately four
times before trees Bultablo to take their place can grow.
A pole lasts in service about twelve years, on the average, but is made from a tree about 60 years old. In
other words, to maintain a continuous supply five times
as many trees must be growing in the forest as there
are poles in use. The severity of this drain upou forest
resources by the telephone and telegraph companies is
obvious enough. Just as In the case ot railroad ties, the
question of pole supply has thrust Itself into prominence.
To lengthen the life of poles, and in this way to moderate demand and conserve future supplies, has become au
Important matter, affecting the public as well as private

interests.
years ago, yesterday, lie Order of the
Knights of Pythias was founded, at Washington, D. C,
hy Justus H. Rathbone, and the members of 1lio order
throughout the country yesterday celebrated the anniversary in an appropriate manner. During the forty-tw- o
years of its existence the order has spread to every
setate and territory of the United States, and even to
Alaska, Cuba, tho Hawaiian Islands, the Philippines,
Mexico and Canada. The mcnilership exceeds by far
the half million mark and Is steadily increasing. Ohio,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Pennsylvania, New York anil
Missouri lead the roll, with California, Kansas, Colorado,
Florida, Minnesota, Nebraska, Oregon, Texas, and Wisconsin, following close behind.
I

"Friday evening we had company at dinner," said
Phoebe; "two of'them. That made four of us. 1 paid
08 cents for the chicken.
We have had two hearty
chicken meals out of it since. I served the chicken
roasted with stuffing and chicken gravy with chopped
liver and heart. Saturday I picked the chicken's lones.
It is wonderful how many little pieces of excellent meat
aro left on the bones of a roasted chicken, especially
on the neck. I found enough to hash with chopped
potatoes for one meal and enough to scallop today.
You're eating it now. There were four served 'Friday,
two Saturday and three of us today. Nine pkufes most
all of them twice served from one chicken, cost me
about G
cents a plate."
"Hut that dinner on Friday was awfully expensive,'
sighed John, to keep her going.
"It was a big dinner, if that is what you mean," ex
claimed Phoese," at arms again. "But it was not an ex
truvngant dinner, considering what we had."
Then PhoeU- got her notebook and showed me the
menu of that dinner and the estimated cost of each
item:
One-ha- lf
--"Jc
chicken stufflnir and gravy
2c
Mashed Potatoes
One-ha- lf
7Vi
can of peas
5c
Pickles and olives
Oc
Jelly
lc
Three slices of brown bread
7c
Butter t cooking and table), 1 4 lb.
15c
Salad and lettuce
rc
One-hacake
IDC
Home canned peaches, 'a can..
10c
;
Cream (for
nes and coffee)
Coffee (Java and Mocha)
1-

-

lf

In a few cities of the United Slate. one or two like
Philadelphia the party in power having become corrupted through long control, the better class of the
SVi c
Total
party In power have united with tho minority party in
"1 put t wii or three chopped dales, a little celery, a
electing a fusion ticket as the only way of ousting the
Snifters and corrupt ionists. Does the morning iiaper, as sliced banana ami a handful of.walnut meats in my salad
one of Its editorials today would seem to Indicate, take and served ii on lettuce. And iSVa cents Isn't, extrava(ha position that such condition exists In the republican gant for a first class company chicken dinner for four!"
party of Albuquerque, ami therefore, a mongrel city
is necessary?
ick
Why He Left.
"What has become of the big man who used to beat
The Increased interest in forests and forest trees lb buss drum?" asked the private of the drum major.
which Is a sign of the times has, among oilier things, led
"He left us nlKnit three months ago."
many city and town officials to Heck to make known tho
"Cood drummer, too, wasn't he?"
names of trees growing in streets and parks. Not only
"Yes, very good.
lit he got so fat that when he
re such trees in very many cases now without marks of marched he couldn't bit the dm in in the middle." Lonidentification, but lu not a few cases they have been don
labeled with incorrect names.
The Forest Service has
devised plans by which its cooperation may be secured
Her Idea.
iu correctly identifying tho public trees of any com- - '
Mr. Si libit trending)
Maria, I see where a crowd ot
inanity which may rare to call upon it.
Scotchmen bail a curling match.
What in the world Is
that?
A railroad company negligently refusing to receive
Mrs. Si u lib Why. hey cul led one another's hair,
aud transport live slock Intended for immediate sale on of nurse, you goose.
tJe market, under a Nebraska decision (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway company vb. Todd, Ui5 NorthWelcome Asaurred.
western Uep. 83), Is liable for tho expense of keeping
"My oldest son, hag eloped."
by
delay
such
the stock caused
and for the difference
"(hiing ui forgive him and welcome him bacfc
iMstwocu the price of the stock when 1t should have ar- home?"
rived at the market and the price when It did actually
"Of course. He ran off and married our cook.'
Arrive.
Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
!
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For tihe Southwest

tors

z

Alamo Hive. No. 1. Indies of the
Maccabees, met this afternoon, at
2:30 o'clock, in the Odd Fellows' hall
and transacted the routine business.
Birthday,
Thursday. Washington's
Mrs A. It. Henderson will entertain
at licr home. 12.1 South High street,of
in commemoration of the birthday
the "Father of His Country."
"Washington Tea" will be given
by the Ladles of the J. A. K.. Thursday afternoon at. the homo of Mrs.
J. B. Mayo. In Old Albuquerque, In
honor of Vashinitfons Birthday.
O
Next Monday, at F.Iks' Hall, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank A. Hnl.hell will
a dancing party, which, sclally
and In )oint of nunilrrs. will be one
of the largest private parties given
this season.
0
scheduled
Another entertainment
Washington's
Birthnight
of
for the
day, February 22d. Is the euchre
party to le given at the palatial
home of Mrs. W. W. McCIellau. 723
North Fourth street, cards for which
have already been issued.
The Fraternal 0rder of Eagles will
meet tonight at 8 o'clock, at their
lodge rooms, at which time all members are requested to be in attend
ance, as there are several initiations
to take place at tonights' meeting,
after which tho usual lunch will be
served.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY
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The demand for the post t"ieck ns a means of pending money through the mat's gains ground steadily, and
Rrep aiding to a AiiRKestlon of several commercial tho people all of whom, whether In eity or country,
has railed would be rouvenlenced by It are becoming more and
lul, the Ilusincs Mi'ii's League (it St. I.oiiIh
a convention of all the commercial rlulm of the south-nes- t, more insistent, for the innovation with earn recurring
nhlch Is to be hold In St. Louis on Monday and congress.
Tuesday, April 16th and 17th, for the purpose of disI'nder the Tost Check system the remitter would be
cussing plans for the development of this section of
Its
Ion
exploltat
of
saved
effective
the
the trip to tho postofnre, and would need but to
country
for
ami
the
resources.
take a one, two or five dollar bill from his porketbook,
Every rommorelal organization in Missouri. Kansas, fill In the blank spares that, would appear upon Its face,
Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Now Mex- put
a two cent stamp In the space provided, as a fee.
ico and Arizona has boon Invited to send two delegates
arranged
and
Inclose the bill 1n his letter thus milking the ord- been
rates
have
Special
to- -the- convention.
.
.
..... . . . O, . T ....U nnJ I' inary
..
...
currency of commerce immediately convertible
with the railways and wnn me noiens oi
will entertain the delegates Into what Is practically n cheek on tho government, all
Uio Business Mens
at the close of the convention with a banquet.
without, leaving his office or home.
This places the
A convention of tills kind haa never been held, but
of
means
remitting
from
his local merfor
merchandise
come
great
will
benefit that
any one can readily see tho
out of a meeting of these representative men from the chant in the hands of the farmer or the city laborer
southwest and from their united plan for the advancewithout a bank account, and also gives him better facilment of the commercial interests of tho southwest ter- ities for subscribing to his local paper or his favorite
ritory. Newspapers are cordially Invited as delegates
with formal credentials, and they are requested to make trade Journal.
The three elements necessary to a perfect system
fuvggestlons to the program committee a to subjects
simplicity, safely and convenience meet in the Post
which they think may be profitably discussed.
Check In happy combination. It alao solves the problem
President Roosevelt, from of furnishing the people clean money, through the freChattanooga Times:
present indications, will veto the till granting franchise quent redemption and reissue ot currency which would
rights to certain parties to the water power at the Mus- follow.
sel Shoals In the Tennessee river. .The view taken by
The people may well Inquire why this convenience
the president is that the right is too valuable to be given has not been given them. It fully meets their requireaway without some sort of consideration, such as was ments; has been shown to be more than
given by the local company building the electrical plant has received the approval of postal officials, organizaat Hale.s Bar' The latter company gives the govern- a tions of business men In large cities, farmers, lioards
ment the consideration of a lock and dam to cost
of health, and was favorably 'reported by the I'ost office
million and a half of money. If the party seeking tho Committee of the House of Representatives In the Fifty- concession at Mussels Shoals would ugree 4o spend two seventh congress. But It has had powerful opponents,
millions on improving the river, the president might be actuated by purely selfish motives, as well as firm
justified in signing the bill. Mr. Roosevelt seems to be friends. The chief of the opposition has been Thomas
impressed with the very commendable notion which is C. Platt, one of the senators, who is supposed to repreheld by a large majority of the people, that govern- sent the great state of New Vorfk, but who Is president
ments, national, Mate or city, have no right to give of an express company, and really looks after the Inaway franchises to private corporations without some terests of the express company trust in congress. He
valuable return made therefor. It Is u principle it took has gone so far as to state openly t the friends of the
the city of Chattanooga a long time to recognize, but bill that he Is opposed to Is because the Post Check
which, fortunately enough, is now pretty well estab- would compete with the express money order.
The franchises absolutely donated to local
lished.
His able lieutenant in the fight against the Poat
public utilities corporations are by all odds the most Check was Ellis H. Roberts, until recently treasurer of
valuable parts of their holdings.
tho United States, an appointee of Piatt's. These two
were able to block the efforts of the friends of the bill
Belmont and Ryan's merger of the traction lines ot until recently. But tho will of the people will not be
New York City is a fine illustration of the process of much longer thwarted by those having selfish interests
manufacturing what Tom Lawson calls "made dollars." to serve, and the prospects for this legislation are now
Senator
In this merger modern necromancy has coined nearly bright. The bill Is again before congress;
$100,000,000 of capital. Tho thing was easy. The stock Plait Is in disgrace and his influence discredited, not
of the merger lines, already watered to the brim, are only because of the insurance revelations, but because
exchanged for a new stock and bonds. Tho old stock his seat is In danger on account of tho petition preThe new stock and bonds sented to the senate by C. W. Post for his expulsion on
aggregated $115,000,000.
amount to $205,000,00. Ninety millions of made dollars '.he ground that. he. Is the head of a combination or trust
laws,
In the wink of an eye. Tho people, not the magnnates, of express companies, in violation of tho anti-truwill buy tho stuff; and then later some dinky suburbans and because of his openly avowed purpose to oppose
will be taken in and another water tank will be oiiened. legislation which, while benefitting all the people, will
And so on. This is stealing according to the laws or compete with express company business. Roberts is no
both God and man. . Some day, when such thievery is longer treasurer and able to block matters in the destopped, wo will look back on the day when the govern- partment, tho president having refused to reappoint him
ment: permitted men to issue certificates of value for and continue him In a position where he could favor the
anything their fancy called for, as a most monstrous Interests of his political sponsor by throwing contracts
theory of justice and equity. But this case is even for carrying currency to Piatt's express "company.
The chairman of tlu Postoffice Committee of the
worse. The traction lines have monopoly franchises,
which the people foolishly gave away; and now the peo- house, Mr.' Overstreet, has promised consideration of
ple in fares can be made to pay big dividends on tho tho bill by his committee sit an early ditto, and the
stock of these traction companies, no matter how many j friends of the measure look for a favorable report. The
times tho amount of watered stock exceeds the true postmaster general, who, hiore than any other incum
bent for many years, is giving the needs of the service
value of the property,
careful and conscientious study, has asked congress for
Under all circum- legislation
Philadelphia Public Ledger:
For many reasons the people may feel encouraged
stances, that a general coal strike should be a possibility is Utile less than criminal. If It eventuates, the peo- to believe that tho time is ripe for legislation which will
ple will not again leave the matter to the common sense give them this much needed postal convenience. "But
and conscience of the miners and operators as in the they must make their wishes known to their national
past. They have trusted too confidently to the moral law makers. Wo urge our readers therefore, to write to
effect of the three years' settlement under the award any member of congress, whom he may know, to do all
or the anthracite coal str'ke commission ot 1903 and to In his power to have the Post Check currency bill
the system of joint state agreements which have helped promptly reported from the Postofllce Committee and
to bring about a condition of unprecedented prosperity passed by the house at this session.
in the coal trade of the country. These seemed to afV)00000000COOOMOOOOCOOOOOOi
ford a safe and reasonable basis on which Jo rest the
industrial peace of the future; but if the people
8
;f
shall find that their faith has been misplaced, they will
he fully Justified in seeking to apply some measure of
CSuicfeeita flbs Bi'giraeir
compulsory arbitration which shall forever prevent a reBy Cynthia Grey.
sufferings
have
losses
and
that
currence of the terrible
characterized previous coal strikes.
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Young Men's Suits,

A Fiffe Given Away With Every Boy's Suit.

DUNLAP OPENING DAY FEBRUARY 17

M.,

MAHDELL

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
o o o

isJo clean

up stock
once pearly and open
season with new goods.

0
0

The Boys' Club of the Presbyterian
Sunday school, will entertain all 0
callers this evening in the public
library building with an "Animal'
party., The youngsters will have full
charge of tho arrangements and the
entire entertainment will be carried
out according to their Ideas. An ad
mission fee of 25 cents wilt ue
charged, and tho inouey received
from this source will be devoted to
the building fund of tho new church
that Is to be erected. Refreshments
will be served and a very unique pro
gram has been arranged for the
Last night almost the entire local
membership of the B. P. O. Elks, accompanied bv their wives and lady
friends, were present at the ball room
in tho Elks' Onera House, to par
ticipate in the bal niasouo given by
that lodge. Costumes had been imported from lKnver and Los An
geles for the occasion and as a re
sult somo of the most fanciful and
comic costumes ever seen at. a mas
querade hall in Albuquerque were
worn at last, night's entertainment.
The ball room was crowded with the
guests, the floor was in excellent
condition for dancing and the music
It was in
was the best obtainable.
the "wee. sma' hours" before the
tired but happy dancers repaired to
their respective homes.

THE NAME
Kifl'Tlt

Wi"'J I'iV

SKUKE
SON

OF

BUSH-PARSO-

THAT

LICENSES

JOHN BELKNAP

TO

WEI)
ONE

WALDIE-KIRCAND
COMING NUPTIALS.

Acting Probate Clerk I'liimuicr has
been busy these days setting her signature to papers which gave the required permission for several candidal.
matrimonially inclined to have
'he nuptial knots officially tied.
This afternoon Miss Jessie Waldle
and Henry Kirch, both of Albuquerque, called and had tneir wants properly attended to. Miss W'aldie Is one
of
Jbike City's chaiuiiiig young
ladles. Her prospective husband, who
was a Hough Hider, it is reported, was
le.eiuly appointed a government air
brakes- - inspector.
'Jorman Bilkuap, son of Jnhu Belknap, of ihe "American
Lumber company, took out a license to wed Miss
Nellie' MctJrecvy, of Ketm-rA. license was alo issued today to
Blanche Bush and Harry Pearson,
both f this city.

Not only means the
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best shoeslbutit stands
equally for honest advertising.
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pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
lOOOjpairs misses' and children's fine
3000
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shoes.

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes

o

0

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will. CHAPLIN
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VICTIMS OF CUPID

Wm. CHAPLIN

J?
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themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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Valentine liflrtv L'ivcn lv ttie
Iowa Club last evening at the home oi
Mrs Yarchow. on North Fourteenth
street, with the entire membership of
tne club present to partake or tne
festivities aud refreshments, was a
The house had been
d success.
prettily decorated for the occasion, red
ami white hearts, smilax aud red and
playing the
while chrysanthemums,
chief part in the decorative scheme.
Covers were laid at the banquet table
for fifty guests, and Mrs. C. E.
1).
presided as toastmistress.
Irterfleld responded to the toast of
"Iowa Women." followed by I. II.
on "Iowa Men." Both toasts
were interesting ami well received
by those present.
Miss Bowers read
several selections dealing with Iowa
topics, anil Mr. Martin also rendered
several selections appropriate to the
occasion. Later in the evening. Mis.
Wilbur Steele of Denver, talked endovern-ii- i
tertainingly on "Paternal
lit iu Ciormanv.'
AU in all, the affair was a success, and bound more
tightly together in friendship those
AllnKiuelqueans who hail from the
Hawkeye state, than ever before.

Boys'

Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles

Tomorrow evening. February 21st,
the members of the Commercial Club 0
will substitute, a "Dance of Nations"
in place of the regular club dance,
which gives promise of being as uni 0
que and enjoyable as would have
been the "Kilties' Dance" they were
Owing 0
at one time contemplating.
to the backwardness of some of the
members In their desire to expose
0
their nether limbs to public scorn
er gaze, we mean, the "Kilties
Dance" was laid' on the shelf indef
initely, and the "Dance of Nations" 0
will take its place.
tlie" anniversary
Thursday.
of 0
Washington's Birthday, will bo commemorated by a number of parties
throughout the city and by special 0
exercises in the public schools on
Wednesday afternoon, as Thursday is
a legal holiday In the schools. If the 0
weather permits there will be out
door entertainments and exercises. A 0
special program has been prepared
for the students of the First Ward
school, which was published in full 0
yesterday.
ward
All the other
schools and high school will hold ap
propriate exercises.
0

New-coin-

prrng

i

en-wl- th

The entertainment to be Riven to
night In the Public, library building
by the "Tri-Mu- "
club, a boy's organchurch,
ization of the Presbyterian
will be in the nature of an "Animal"
party, and the boys will have entire
charge ol the program and

1906.

I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

A

O

2tXr

Iy

t

STEAM

CARPET

THORNTON Th

CLEANING

Cltmn.r

f

He is the
Moving, pack-4 ing and shipping, unpacking and
SAtrfntr nn aid 1fl nn iirtSfojt At
the business. There is no oth- er just Thornton. Both 'phones. 0
737 South valter Street.
4
Cleans everything.

Furniture

Man.

f

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

?

.

0

HOME

caiti nIn

i

GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.

oexeo

PURE

y
5

CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third Street

ooooeoeKeoo)ceo

ooeoooeceK

STAGE LINE

MEL INI & EAKIN,

Carries the Unltee States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address w. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M.P or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea. N. M.

Oar

Dealers

1

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
213Vi "West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

Novelty

Wholesale liquor and

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet k.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, Gt. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltx Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Crown Studio
Albuquerque

eeoe

ANTONIO ARMIJO, Prop.

0
0

vv

1

0

J

Works

i

II. B1MGGS & COMPANY
PROP'S. ALVAMADO

I.

PHARMACY'

Fl ret St. and Gold Ave.

Both Phones.

F. S. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street
large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
321

Just received,

flONEKR BAKERY

I
Y

For colds, coughs, bronchitis and all
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup
00 cents a bottle ut
of Eucalyptus.
Huppe's.
Try a Citizen want i.

t

I.atv-s-

l

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we oar-an- t Y
ee first class baking.
Albuquerque. I
207 S. First Street,
SIMON

MISSION

FURNITURE

Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTER

1.
Til
iia.n,
1'iaie
Itacss. nuuui n.nb.
Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine

, . ' rmT-'
0
l
"
..n.ee
uiBin ana
cusiuuiers
uiuirt,
Racks, Hall Trees,
1

'

.

Inets and Rockers.

tt.
ni

Cab- -

The McBrian Furniture Co,

000000000OeOe0C0000ft
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THE MINES
-

IMPORTANT BUSINESS

GATES SPECIAL

OP

(WERE IN CAHOOTS
SWINDLERS

AS

CHANGE ANNOUNCED

ARRIVED TODAY

GRANT COUNTY

EVENING CITIZEN.

Elks' Theatre

In a Flourishing Condition. Attorney McMiilen Meets Old The E. J. Post & Co. Will Thought Frank Johnson and
E. J. Lawler WorKed
Hereafter be Known as
Friends on It From
Silver City to Have a
New Smelter.
BURRO MOUNTAIN

Mcintosh Hardware Co.

Former Home.

DISTRICT

PARTY ON THE WAY

BL'iY

INTERESTING

HOME AGAIN

FACTS

ON

CHANGE

SATURDAY,
Farewell

Together.
HUNG

OUT"

IN

PAGE FIVE.
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JUST RECEIVED

FEB. 24

Testimonial

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

to

xMme. Helena

SAME

SALOON

RUGS AND CARPETS

MODJESKA

of the most important, and in
prevailing opinion
It is now the
The (rates special train arrived this itsOne
Fayette A. ,1 wes, the mining exline, one of the most extensive., In both El Paso and this city that the
pert, returned to this c.ity today after morning from the Grand Canyon
In12 business changes. Involving an
Frank Johnson under arrest at Ben- n extended Tlalt to the mining dis- shortly after It o'clock, and at
crease In capital and subsequent en- s n, Ariz., and the Frank Johnson.
-- In
Chicago,
for
again
departed
o'clock
southwest
tricts In Ornnt county and
largement 'of nffalis. has Just been who, while M)Blng as a newspaper
where It Is due to arrive some time consummated
The Latest Designs and Colorings.
New Mexico.
In this city,, wherein man In HI health, cashed
a
forged
"I am hnsler now," said Mr. Jones, Thursday.
E.
Ac
the
J.
Post
and
wholesale
Co..
expense
Morey'
of
,
The special on Its westward Journey retail hardware merchants, becomes check here at the
reporter for The Evening
to
some
Field of this city, are different per"than I have been Rlnce'my ar- passed til rough Albuquerque
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sons, although working
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was Old
rival In the territory, ljettera and cor- time ago. .'The destination
The contemplated change has been El Paso Evening News has the fol Prices
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respondence are awalttnn my perusal Mexico. The principal points of In- In circulation the past couple of lowing
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Box Seat
to say on the subject:
in and adjacent to Mexico City month!, but the final arrangement'
that will take me and two pretty terest
of
From existing facts it appears that
Htenographers a week to read and an- Were visited, after which the train re- details, mutually vitisractory to all
turned to this city, left a number of parties concerned, were not reached Johnson and his friend left for El CURTAIN RISES AT 8:30 SHARP.
swer.
Paso, but If they ever arrived here.
"During my trip 1 visited the Grant tourists who wished to look over New until yesterday, when the new com- nothing
has been seen cf them. It is
county mining camps. Mining mat Mexico's chief city, and then contin- pany assumed entire control.
Seats on sale at. Matson's Monday,
Canyon. Here
Among the pioneer business con- considered probable that they left the February 19, at 8 o'clock, for subscrib
ters are in a. more flourishing condl ued on to the Grand
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at
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of
delegation
Paso
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ten
the
tle
California
the
cerns of this city, none Is so widely
tlon there than ever liefore In the minand ers only.
ing bittory of New Mexico. The "Last special and continuwd on home.
known as that of the E. J. Post & Rincon, going thence to Demlng two
ot
life
were
the
Callfornlans
"The
Co., coming here in the Inception of later to Benson, where one of the
Sale opens for the public on Febru
Chance' mine, one of the original silone of tlie tourism in- this city, from Trinidad, Colo., and Is evidently in Jail, as told in the ary 21.
ver mines, that has been snut down the party,"reporter
Friday.
News
last
Kvening
of
a
The
for years, is again being worked, and formed "When weforparted company establishing for business on Railroad
From all descriptions given of the
avenue. The early history of this
Tour under the direction of
alout tw. car loads of silver ore are Citizen.
could not
being shipped out weekly. At Stein's I felt so blue that scarcely could I well known, firm is probably irrele- Albuquerque swindler, heman
MR. JULES MURRY.
have
Johnson,
Jail
in
been
the
We carry a complete atoclt of
Pass a new rich strike has len made refrain from crying at the dinner vant to the present, but, laying these
Is
man.
Benson,
an
who
illiterate
motors tor alternating and dlree
facts aside, one ofThe original part- at
in the old 'Heck' mine, the property hour. The. rest of the party likewise
he
marks,
loafer
and
with
currents.
of the National Gold and Silver Min- keenly felt the absence of the Cali- ners, John T. Barraclough, alxiut five could
not have Imposed on anybody ns
years ago, disposed of his Interests
ing cumpany. It is very Tlch silver fornia tourists."
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enough
A, B. McMiilen, the attoney. met in the company to the well known a man of education and ability
ore and one that Is lonnd to make Its
to have held a position on the St.
with
special
sheep
to
hands
here
the
shake
William
raiser,
Mcintosh.
money.
owners lots of
Electric, Gas & Combination
On the other
For the past three years, the E. J. Louis
"Silver City, which I vietted. is en- Ale Gleas::n. of Van Wert, Ohio. Van
& Co., under the ownership of haid. the dispatch fits E. J. Lawler
Mr.
'home
Post
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Wrt
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former
boom,
a
activity:
not
great
Fixtures
joying
F. Myers and William Jlc to a hair, and furthermore, I,awler was FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
Just a steady, healthy growth, as a re- McMiilen, and Mr. Gleason. one of Charles
exceptional
a
journalistic
man
of
Intosh,
did
a
thriving,
most
conseflatter
his
were
Both
close
friends.
Improvesult cf the oH'ratlons and
The quently delighted with the meeting and ing business, but on the Impression ability, well educated, and with a wide
ments that are contemplated.
gaining some currency that Mr. My bona fide newspaper experience. He
tramway that is being built by the Rn animated chat ensued.
The party that stopped over In this ers wished to retire, negotiations reported for the News for several THE
Comanche Mining and Milling com- to that end were begun, months,' and while he was erratic and
nanv between Silver City and Pinos city while the special continued on to looking
which finally culminated
in
the dissipated, his work was of high class.
Altos is nearly completed, and when the Grand Canyon, anxiously awaited change
announced above. .
The most possible theory of the
finished will afford an outlet for the the arrival of the train this morning.
In. the future, this well- - tangle is that
As
Lawler and Johnson
low grade ores now being mined at Those on the train threw themselves knownstated.
concern will be worked together as confederates, LawI0H.-P- .
6. E. Induction Motor
the Plnos Altos mines, and which into the arms cf the ones waiting for known ashardware
the Mcintosh Hardware ler furnishing the brains and Johnson
heretofore did not pay for the work- them on the platform of the local sta- company, and
at a meeting held ves executing his schemes. It is quite
216 South 8ecOnd Street
ing, owing to the fact that to trans- tion, and appeared overjoyed at see- terday the following
substantial citi possible that the two men left El
mixes and kneads
port the ore to a smelter was worth ing one another again.
Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.
zens were elected officers.
Paso together, ns both are known to
more than the results justified.
'
President William Mcintosh.
bread thoroughly
have "hung out" at the same saloons
"This same company is erecting a AFFIDAVITS NOT CON
Vice President
Solomon Luna.
here. The whole affair is rather puz
250-tocopper stack at Silver City
in Three Minutes.
Secretary ! it. Huning.
zling, but there is no doubt as to the
SIDERED GOOD EVIDENCE
that will be completed in about thirty
Manager
J . C Identity of Johnson, as his picture pub- and
Treasurer
days, for the smelting of copper ores.
The hands do
Nead.
llshed in last Friday a News ihns been
The company is also building a branch BAR ASSOCIATION
company has incorporated recognized by scores of people here.
COMMITTEE
new
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Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
not touch the
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Burn
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from
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requirements everybody who knows him well can
for present
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Mountain Copper company is mining
J. M. PALMER, OF FARMINGTON. which will be increased as business not fail to recognize In him the ap
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of
200
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concentrating
about
and
Justifies the expenditure of more pearance and personal peculiarities
Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
copper per day, which it Is now shipBuildings.
Owing
to the vagueness of tho funds, and this, says the manager described by the Albuquerque papers
ping to El Paso smelters, awaiting the charges
Ropmlrm on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpaelalty
of will, undoubtedly, have to be made.
the
and
will
City
smelter
Silver
time when the
Foundry east wide ot railroad track.
witnesses, the Investigating commit- considering the rapid advancement as
Albuquerque, H. M.
MORTUARY.
completed.
be
tee of the New Mexico Bar association to the future vf Albuquerque.
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Nelll B. Field of this
trict are in full blast, and some beauIs one of he very best hard
declined yesterday to hold ager.
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a
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of its kind In o'clock, at her home in Los Padillas,
were )rought before
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working full blast. Mr. Porterfield, of Judge
R. McFie, of Santa Fe, by the
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company the La Bandera Americano office.
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with affidavits by those bring of the people. Mr. Nead returned to Padillas church. Deceased was about
Htone as a wedding gift, which was sented
ing
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the
but
these
St, - Louis and engaged in business. D5 years of ago at the time of her
highly appreciated by the recipient.
i
not considered sufficient evidence Wljt'n,. on- hearing about, the above deniise.
"The copier deposits in the Burro were
0. W. Strong's Sons
upon which to take any definite ac negotiations of a change in the local
Mrs. Severo Sanchez.
Mountain mining district are simply tion.
The funeral of the late Mrs. So
The evidence was too indefinite, house, Mr. Nead sought correspond
great, and this district Is the eoming
STRONG BLOCK.
copper camp of New Mexico, and la and the matter was again referred to ence, with the result that his expert vero Sanchez, which took place this
epce and services were required, and morning, was one of the largest funercourt.
destined to be greater than the Clifton theMr.supreme
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whence he will continue to his and wants of the southwest, lxth in The funeral cortege started from the
the ore that are several hundred feet from
New Mexico and Arizona, and will San Felipe de Ner
church at 10
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place, to immediately give way to with the hardware business of Al
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Now that the Modjeska testimonial Jesse MclXmald, the lieutenant gov- buquerque that it would have been
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1'he enormous popularity of the great
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There Is nothing really, strange In Rev. Mandalari. After the ceremony, St. liouis, and the best wishes of
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this extraordinary attitude of the pub- Mr. and Mrs. Belknap were driven to The Citizen and a host of warm perCor. Fourth St. and Gold Ave.
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DOWIE'S NEW ASSISTANT EILJAH
FINDS ZION MIGHTY HARD UP
PEOPLE OF THE RELIGIOUS CITY IN ILLINOIS PINCHED WITH
AND IN ABSENCE O'5' DOWIE, SWEEPING FINANCIAL REFORMS HAVE BEEN STARTED THE NEW OVERSEER FROM AUSTRALIA MAY FIND A REBELLION AGAINST HIS AUTHORITY NO

2I0N

POV-ERT-

WORK FOR MANY
TO CLOSE.

WAGES

REDUCED

AND SCHOOLS

lwle.

After less
Zlon City.
than four years of trial, this community, founded by John Alexander
Dowle with a blare of trumpets as
Ihe. Ideal city, Is now frankly confessed to have been a failure from a
practical standpoint.
lis 6.000 souls
hRve been pinched by poverty, and
the town 'is threatened with complete
financial ruin. That the winter has

f

20.

t

LEADER.

It is with conflicting emotions that
the arrival of a new factor on the
scene is welcomed a freshly created
deputy general overseer, who Is to
represent the "first apostle" himself
In the financial management of Zlon.
Wilbur Glenn Vollvla, an American,
whs has just concluded a very successr
ful
term as overseer for
Australia, is Dowie's deputy. His appointment attests to the very great
confidence Dowle holds in him. He Is
only 36 and will supersede In authority
such mature men of affairs as Judge
V. V. Barnes and Deacon Alexander
Granger, who have been conducting
the finances of Zlon since Dowle has
been in the tropics.
Severely Shaken.
What makes an explosion latent in
Ion Is that Barnes and Granger have
sei afoot a sweeping reform In Zloa
finances. This began only about a
month ago, and Voliva arrives at Zion
without the faintest idea of tho situation.
t
Should he exercise his power to
It, he would find Zlon in rebellion
against himself and the first apostle,
It is predicted here in well informed

OVJ2JJl

five-yea-

haps brimming with vast ar.il different
Ideas of his own, was o.i he way
from Australia:
The cash of every department made
separate.
Each Industry now handles i!r own
fund.
Payment of wages In trade coupons
discontinued.
Coupons no longer accepted at stole
ind at tithes.
Gradual redemption of coupons at
bank begun.
Discharge of many employes of industrial plants.
Reduction In wages of some employes.
Hours in factory lengthened.
Payment of salaries in cash resumed.
Deal begun to borrow $20,000 within
Zlon to redeem all outstanding
coupons.
Cautious resumption of all Industries with the intention of meeting
competition and making a profit.
Dismissal of some school teachers,
and making continuation of schools
conditional upon raising the $3o,000.
Several Industries leased to former
managers to be run on their own
responsibility, the Zlon treasury getting only a rental.

Oilfillers.
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ACROSS GERMAN FRONTIER
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AGAINST BEN DANIELS
DISMISSED ON DEMURRER.
Daniels,
United States Marshal
who was arrested by Sheriff Fowler
at Nogales, Ariz., on complaint of
Hans M. Iarsen, was arraigned be
fore a justice of the peace, and the
case against him was dismissed on

CASE

11

'
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It's In The Scrap
Read,

It's In The Scrap Booh

Do you want solid fact ? Read,
" Little Glimpses of the 19th Century."

It's In The Scrap Booh

Are you fond of dogs? Read,
Senator Vest's great "Eulogy on the Dog."

It's in The Scrap Booh

Would you like a copy of Lincoln's favorite poem,
or Roosevelt's?

It's In The Scrap Booh

These are but seven of the thousand good things that pack the
pages of The Scrap Book:.

The Four Corners of the Earth
and thousands of scrap books and libraries besides, have been
searched and ransacked to gather such a collection of good reading
for you as was never before bound between the covers of a magazine.
Whatever else you read, you must read The Scrap Book.
The Price is Ten Cents a Copy and One Dollar by the Year
On all news stands or front the publisher

FRANK A. nUNSEY, 175 Fifth Ave , New York
CONLEY TO HANG

generally conceded at the It
Con- - 1
ley, who murdered James Red- ding near Questa last January,
will be hanged at the termlna- tion of the reprieve granted him
by Governor Herbert J. Hager- mon. The attorneys,
who have
used every legal resource at their 4
command, now admit that there
Is no hope of saving the con- tlemned man's life. It has been
pretty thoroughly demonstrated
that Conley is not Insane, as was
represented to be the case, when
Governor Hagerman granted him
the reprieve. Although greatly
agitated as the result of brood- - "4
ing over the fato awaiting him,
Conley is able to talk In a coher- ent manner, 'and has none of the 4
characteristics of a man mentally '
'4
weak.
Advices from Taos are to the 4
effect that C'jnley is still con- - 4
fined in the strong iron ca;e in
the jail there, and Is closely
guarded day and night. The gal- lows In the Jail yard have been
finished and tested. All is in
readiness for the execution and '4
there are none who doubt but
what It will take place Monday 4
afternoon of next week.
4
'
4 4
It

The Yellow Fever Germ
lias recently been discovered. It
bears a close resemblance to the malaria germ. To free the system from
dlstase gorms, the moet effective
remedy Is Dr. King's New Life Pills.
Guaranteed to cure all diseases due to
malaria poison and constipation. 25c
at all druggists.
CONTRACT CARRYING
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Itching Piles.

If you are acquainted with anyone
who is troubled with this distressing
ailment, you can do him no greater

Vf

i

favor than to tell him to try Cham- EkSsE2S23feJ5d?3lA CHARGE OF FREXCH INFANTRY
berlain's Salve. It gives Instant relief
Paris, Feb. 19. France Is ready for
T.ie Eiffel tower has been decided
This salve also cures sore nipples a war with Germany, if the Moroccan upon as the central headquarters for
tetter and salt rheum. Price 25 cents conference does not pacify the belli- the direction of the fighting. From
For sale by all druggists.
cose kaiser.
there wireless messages can bring
When the first war scare was at its the corps commanders In the field,
GYPSIES ARRESTED
height last summer, the French army under the direct supervision of the
FOR STEALING WIRE. was caught napping. It was not ready general
staff. in Paris.
The sheriff at Mora arrested a car- to take the field and would have been
A Quick Blow.
avan of gypsies, six men, four beaten from the word "go."
France will
first and strike
women and a half dozen children,
general staff has been working quickly, If It is strike
The
war. Military experts
Friday morning, for stealing copper night and day, and now the 000,000
wire from the Lub Vegas Railway men that coniKse France's standing believe the chances would then favor
the republic. If, on tho other hand,
and Power company. The gypsies army are ready
fight.
for a stand-uthe Germans can overwhelm the
had been In camp in the Ga'linas
2,000,-00of
reserve
Is
a
Henind
them
French frontier. It is thought likely
canyon about a week ago and stole
men,
colwho
can
to
called
the
le
the kaiser will be able to march to
a large number of chickens and 1,000 ors at a moment's notice.
French
The
pounds of copper wire, used in war department has the addresses of the gates of Paris. Therefore the first
bonding the street car track. It whs every one ami summons are already blood, without doubt, will flow as suds
denly as it did at the tut break of the
regular trolley wire,
printed, should emergency arise.
hosliltles.
of an Inch in diameter, and of solid
On the Frvntler.
copper. The wire was cut from the
Hope in Cavalry.
At the start France will rely- on her
At points along the German frontier
track for a distance of 1,200 feet,
and entailed a loss on the, company engineers are prepared to unwind cavalry. It Is believed In Paris that
of at least $3o . The wiro was found huge spools of telephone wire as fast a horde of 40,000 horsemen will sweep
in their possession and they had as horses can gallop, to connect the over tho frontier, cross Alsace, Baden
'been melting it up and making little various military pohts. Tho frontier and Wurtemburg and enter Bavaria,
buckets fur souvenirs. They were garrison posts are now on a war foot to cut communications, throw the
brought to l.as Vegas and will be ing and have heavy artillery support southern German states into confusion
prosecuted to the full extent of the within call. Arrangements hae been and separate their army corps from
law.
made for coinmaiulering the speediest the nmtr: of the German general
private uulomoliiles In Fiance for war s'afT at Berlin. Other troops will deA Habit to Be Encouraged.
,
use.
liver a central attack by way of Alsace
The mother who ti: s acquired the
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
Chamberlain's Cougi Remedy, saves REV. TWITTY QUITS
of c urse only those Inside tho incorherself a great amount of uneasiness
ROSWELL FOR TEXAS. porated limits. 11.' now has 618 names
and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup,
Rev. S. R. Twitty, who has been and with what are yet to be found
to which children are susceptible, are
the corare quickly cured by its use. It coun- pastor of the Methodist Episcopal and those living Just outside
poration,
who are a part of the
hut
teracts any tendency of a cold to
church, South, at Roswell, for the town, will run it up to feOu. There Is
in pneumonia, and if given as past eighteen months, left for Bren-haitalk of extending the corporate limits
soon as the first symptoms of croup
Tex., where ho will be pastor so as to include most of th:se.
ttppear, it will prevent the attack of
tho First Methodist Episcopal
This remedy contains nothing Injuri- church.
During his pastorate at Common Colds Are the Cause of Many
ous and mothers give it to little ones Roswell, Mr.
Serious Diseases.
Twitty made a host of
feeling
perfect
security,
a
of
with
who have gained a naregret
very
rhvsicians
friends,
who
that
much
gale
druggists.
by
all
ror
he has left that town. As a token tional reputations as analysts of the
of the esteem in which he was held cause of various diseases, claim that
THEY VISITED THE
a
ANTELOPE SPRINGS. he was presented with a handsome if catching cold could ho avoided
solid gold watch, fob and charm, at leng list of dangerous ailments would
O C. WuUion and Paul Wunsch-inanwho went, to Antelope Springs the train. The watch was engraved: never be heard of. Every one knows
origlast Saturday, spent the night in that "I 're.se n ted by Friends and Wives of that, pneumonia and consumption
caplate, arrived in Estancla, Sunday, tho Board of .Stewards. Roswell, N. inate from a cold, and chronic and
was also presented with tarrh, bronchitis, and all throat
and returned to Santa Ft lute yes- M." lielargt- sums
of money by his itiog tr nbles are aggravated and rend
terday afternoon, says the New several
many admirers.
The presentation ered in. ue serious by each fresh atMr. Watson hpoke enthusMexican.
iastically of the nrosDccts in the val- address was made bv Rev. W. ). tack. Do not risk your life or take
ley, and suvs the valley is dotted Harless, lu a few and well chosen chances when you have a cold.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy will
as far as the eve can reach with words..
run- ii before these diseases develop
and that
farm and ranch houws
This remedy contains c opium, mor
preparations ar already being made THE CENSUS OF THE
TOWN OF FARMINGTON.
phiii.. or other harmful drus and has
for the coining season. He predicts
hack of it.
a rapid growth and development for C. C. Pitrat. on order from the town thirty ..ar, of reputaMon every
condi
by its cures un.hv
of Farmliigton, lias about comthis section of the Sunshine
pleted a census of the town Including tion. For ii.t by aii drugslsts.
three-sixteenth-
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BRCGGERE,
of the French
Army.
and Iorralne, former French provinces, where they expect to be received with acclamation, and a northern
army will rush lnt Prussia.
The
raids will start from Bolfort, ,ansres
and Besancon in the south, Toul in
the center and Verdun In the north.
Subsidiary to Verdun will be the for,
tresses at Me.leres, Sedan and
close ts the Belgian frontier.
The chief command in tho event ot
a German war will rest with tn?
supreme council of war. headed by
General Brugere, and by General Brun,
chief of the general staff. Tin ir rigni
hand men during the first stage oi the
war will be General l.elorl, commander of lti'lfort; General Impaction,
commander of Toul; and General de
Pourquery de Pechalves, commander
of Verdun.
GEN.

C.

nimaniler-in-Chie-

OLD MAN

4
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Mont-niedy-

FOUND
DEAD NEAR TREE.

Guadulupitu,
Manuel
Duran of
Mora county, an old man who lost
his reason about a year ao from
brooding over his losses from
was found lying dead under a
tree In the breaks clown about three
Duran left for
miles from Ocate.
Ocae al out two weeks ago. in live,
but starte.l for Guadaliipi;a aga'n.
and apparently lost his way v. hen
within three miles fpim Ocaie.
lie
had been wandering around hi t Inbreaks for several days .and must
have mfictvd ke n!y from himt r
and colli. News was received that
Duran had left Ocate. for Giiiidalupita
three or four days after he should
was M once
have urrhe, atid
made.
I'rof. i:. .1. Vert, president of the
I.as Veen.-- , normal, who was in the
city on Saturday attending a meeting
a coarse f
of educa. irs adopting
studies for the public ochoois of New
Mexico.
Suuday night for Us
Cruces, where foe is visiting the New
Mexico IVI.ege
of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts.

t

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
1

:

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains daily, carrying standard and tcjrist sleepers, observation din- ing cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

i

'"

Easy-E- l

Paso & Southwestern System

Is

territorial capital that John

l

SECTION.
T. O. Horton has been awarded the
contract for carrying the mall from
Tucumcarl to Bell ranch for the ensuing four years, commencing July 1,
1906. S. W. Hodges has the contract
between Tucumcarl and Puerto, and
.1. W. Moody has the one from Tucumcarl to Quay, via Moore and Dodson.
IN

Communication Made

ATTORNEYS HAVE EXHAUSTED
EVERY
LEGAL RESOURCE IN
EFFORTS TO SAVE HIM.

lemuner.
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The Scrap Booh

Do you thrill with the weird and mysterious?
"The Descent into the Maelstrom."

iiq

II

Scrap Booli

Would you like to know what would happen if you were born
in March? Read, "A Horoscope of the Months."

but $3.
This scrip has been Issued for the
purpose of making the villagers trade
at the general store instead of carrying their cash to Waukegan, where
they could buy cheaper. The result
was that the people hastened to get
rid or it In the ZK?n store and as
tithes. The store's stock was depleted, and the manager could not buy
new stock from the Chicago wholesale
houses with scrip.

"

Read,

for dollars?
for 1905."

Would you like to read " The Companions of Jehu,"
Alexander Dumas' great tale of love and adventure?

ago.
Of $1,043, dropped Into the box at
Shlloh tabernacle, all was In scrip

X
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tug-of-w- ar

"Our Trade Triumphs

Offers from outside of Zlon to erect
factories In or near Zlon City to be
supplied with labor by Zlon.
Dowie Reversed.
None of the things mentioned alove
were done t the first ap:stle's initiative. Judge Barnes and Deacon Granger, after getting Dowie's power of
attorney, have gone ahead in anything but a timid manner.
It has
occasioned some turmoil and some
distress, but they claim that, as soon
as Zion's Industries flourish, Zlon's
people will share In the prosperity.
It i was certainly up to the financial
managers to do something after the
significant showing made at a Sunday
collection of tithes only a few weeks

The reforms in the finances have
had in themselves the aspect of n
revolution from Dowie's exclusively
his
policy.
Apparently
paternal
temporal power has had its wings
dipped very short. His express com-- n
a;ids are obeyed, but he ha been
tPcltly voted no business m;n by men
of power in the church. Dowie's lam-oucoup in securing the vast Zlon
City site does not seem lo count now
"Jackpot" Idea Abandoned.
At any rat, here is the radical action taken while Dowie's J'pnty, per- -

X

Do you enjoy the

n

ELDER MO LI-ISTEELE VOUVA.
Wife of the New Deputy.
teen a mild one Is doubly providential
to the inhabitants of ZIon City.
It is an industrial crisis more than
a social one. Hundreds have been
turned out to seek work in neIghlor-1ntowns In midwinter lecause the
Industries of Zton have sickened and
declined.
It has been a severe test, and the
faith of some Dowleltes have not
survived It.

g

published.

e

up-fe-

E

All the world's mirrored in The Scrap Book the new magazine
of interest for every man, woman and child
In America
the greatest and most remarkable magazine ever

that contains something

I'r-ban-

The situation was so Interesting In this experimental community that
this newspaper sent a staff writer to Zlon City to investigate conditions.
Herewith is the grst of his articles. Editor.)
Feb.

It's In The
crao dook

Wilbur Glenn Voliva.
Born at Newton. Ind., lh"0, son of
a lawyer.
Educated at Union Christian college,
and ordained at 19.
Held pastorate at Linden, Ind.,
III., Albany, N. V., York Harbor,
Me., and Washington C. H., O.
Joined Zlon on February 22. 809,
was ordained an elder.
Spent about a year In charge of the
N'orth-sldtemple In Chicago, some
months in the Cincinnati field and
then at headquarters.
Transferred to Australia In 1901 and
has put the church there on a pay-Ibasis.
Has a wire, who has the title of
elder, and a little son.

MAY HAVE

IZIon City, III., the town founded a few years ago by Dr. John Alexander
where religion in the whole thing: In life, liberty, Industry and the
pursuit of happiness, has been going through a critical period this winter.
Its ruler, Dowle, has been absent, its Industries have all but failed. A
loved healer has been ousted by Dowle by cable. Poverty Is rife. A deputy
appointed by Dowle, arrived this week from Australia.
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For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

V.

General Agent.

b

R. STILES
Qen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Cheap Rate to
California

RAYNOLDS TO BUILD
TWO NEW BUILDINGS

they don't mind much how. An easier way
now obtained by farming. Tho alchemy
or nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat, alfalfa
and other products of the soil into good clothes, comfortable residences,
and assuring bank accounts. 'TIs being done every day In California.
Wouldn't it pay you to inquire into this? Better yet, why not go there?
Callfornlans

ONE WILL FRONT ON RAILROAD
AVENUE AND ONE WILL FRONT
ON BROADWAY.

Joshua

S.

raise

gold

las been found than that. It is

Raynolds of I.as Vegas

will build two buildings on East Railroad n venue. One at the corner of

John's street and Railroad avenue,
frenting on Railroad avenue, and one
at the corner of Broadway and Rail- road avenue,
fronting
Broadway.
Both will be three stories. The first
has been quite thoroughly explottod
by the press, but the latter Mr. Raynolds has just decided to build. The
lower part of This building will .consist of two store rooms, one of which
is already rented
to the Momirch
Grocery company for a branch store.
The latter building will be on the
site ot the old gas works building,
which is now being razed to the
ground.
Mr. Raynolds experts to
have berth the new buildings com- (i
pleted by June 1.

ONLY $
From Albuquerque to almost all points in California and to many places
in Arizona. Liberal stop over privileges.
On sale dally, February 15 to April 7. 130G. Tourist sleepers daily
on fast trains. Harvey meals.
For particulars, apply to
T. E. PURDY, Agent,
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

Luckiest Man In Arkansas.
''I am the luckiest man In ArkanSUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
sas," writes H. I.. Stanley, of Bruno
"since the restoration of my wife's
passenger
Fast
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
health after five years of continuous
ot the World.
coughing and bleeding from the lungs;
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and 1 owe my good fortune to the
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
(vpCu-innllftnii Tlr Ivinff's
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
New
Discovery for Consumption,
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
which I know from experience will )
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
cure consumption If taken in time,
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railMy wife itn proved with the first hot-- ,
way, via Torrance, N. M.
tie and twelve bottles completed the
Your business respectfully solicited.
cougns
ana
worst,
cure." Cures the
W. II. ANDREWS.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
colds or money refunded. At all drugTres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Qen. Mgr.
gists. &0c aud $1.00. Trial bottle
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, and Tress.
free.
J. P. LYNG.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
uiiMTc snuF FXPERIENCE.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Fit. and Pasi. Agt.
R. J. Smith, who lives east of Sbel-- j
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
byville, is a candidate for circuit cierK.
lie is an active farmer and has never
asked for office before, and wants this
place to
how it is to be an efflcer.
for there la not much money In it.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EVENING CITIZEN AND GET TBE NEWS
Shelblua (Mo.) Democrat.
,
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ONLY

A

FEW DAYS AND

ONLY A FEW PIECES

LEFT
advantage of thlt
Rug Sale. A few
left
that wilt be cut
bargain
real
cloeer to eloae out by Saturday.
Better

take

great Carpet and

J.

D. EMMONS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE.
West End of
Cor. Coal Ave. and Second St. B:th Phones.

Viaduct.

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES
.1.

iiuinpuuui.

Ill

Ill
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RAILROAD TOPICS
J. A. Burton, of the Grant Hros.
Construction company, was in the
tropolls on a business trip west.
Miss Olllo Nelson of Oakland, f'al.,
is in the city, the guest of her sister,
Mrs. H. G. Gray, wife or the Santa
Fe depot master.

I

me-iha- lf

President Underwood of the Erie

,was in the city between
trains, while en route to San Diego,
Cal., where he has a winter home.
Colonel V. S. Hopewell, general
manager of the Albuquerque Eastern
railroad, has returned from Estancia
and Willard, points on the Santa Fe
Central.
railroad

In consequence of a b.:nus of $50,-00from the town of Muskogee, I. T., WEIGHING OF MAIL HAS
to the Midland Valley railroad officials
BtGUN ON SANTA FE
of that company, they have decided to
establish shops in that. city.
George I'. Williams and his gang CLERKS WILL WEIGH ALL MAIL
CARRIED BY SANTA FE TRAINS
ot painters last week changed the
FOR PURPOSE OF SECURING A
color of the Needles Santa Fe hosPAY BASIS.
pital. It Is now white, trimmed with
green, and presents a much better
Harry Robinson, formerly of Inappearance.
dianapolis, Ind., has arrived in AlbuWilliam M. Caldwell, the Wells, querque and will take charge of the
Kargo & Co.'s express agent at Raton, United States mall room in the local
is taking a leave of absence for a Santa-- Fe dejiot during the time that
month's needed rest. W. G. Line is the mails carried by the Santa Fe
Caldwell's railroad will be weighed, fir tne purrelief agent during Mr.
pose of securing a basis upon which
absence.
to fix the pay for carrying the same.
IJrakemau Helms, of the Dawson J. .1. Cunningham, of the postal, servline, was caught between two cars ice has been assigned to this work
at Campania the other day and fatally also. Weighing clerks will run out
crushed. He was carried to the hos- of Albuquerque on No. 9 going south.
pital at Alamogordo, where be died and No. 2 going east, for the purpose
the following day.
cf weighing the mails carried on
these trains. The weighing process
W. J. Lucas has resigned as the is
somewhat costly
government
Santa Fe agent at L:s Vegas. Htid and requires from sixto tothetwelve
weeks
will engage in the practice of law. time
to complete, but it is the oniy
with Attorney Hunker as his part- true way
In which tho postal authoriner. Mr. Lucas was the Santa Fe ties can ascertain
how much mail is
agent at Ijis Vegas for : number carried on an average
by a roaa, ana
of years.
what it should be worth. There are
San Bernardino has symptoms of a ways, of course, by yhich a railroad
the weight of its mails,
desire for a recreation building like can
unto the one which the Santa Fe is
building at Needles. It is possiblt
that tho railroad officials may be-- 1
come infected and that, the desires of
San Bernardino may be realized.
int-rca-

...

Superintendent

MERCHANT

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
BINI, PROPRIETOR

My merchant tailoring mop is
No. 209 West Railroad

up-

stairs over

solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
where

I

O. BAMBINI.

For coias, coughs, bronchitis and all
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup
of Eucalyptus. 50 cents a bottle at
Ruppe's.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building. North Third Street
Steam

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAINTS, OILS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather. Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint: lasts five years and
stops leak. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
109
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Goods
Coffees, Im

FOUND AT LAST

Stapl and Fancy
Groceries
Hllliboro

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

In 1882

F. G. PRATT &rCO.
Sole agents for Casino Canned
Ja8. Hiekin ft Co.'s
bod en's Granite Flour.

Wholesale Grocers

Creamery Butter
Earth.

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolecs without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Juscllke new. If other laundries shrink them, brine them to u
and we will straighten them out for you.

Best

Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
214 South second Street.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

tVB&2?$n

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

CXXXXX)CXXXXXXXX)OCXXXXXXD
"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

J.

B. MacMANUS,

602 South

Mgr.

First Street Both Phone

Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horse or
team see to it that their equipment 1
in keeping with their worth. We have
a reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical inspection front
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation. At to the
latter, we will be glad to quote jo
coBt any time you ask it. Please ask.

A.D. JOHNSON

General Contractor
House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
Ranch deep well supplies.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Lead Avenue and First Street.

CO.

KXX)CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)000
Automatic

Phone

308;
Red 131.

Colorado

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
G?ntral Betiding Scpplles

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
THIK ABOUT PLEASURE
and you should look over our very
large new stock of the latest style Carriages, Buggies, Driving Road Wagons,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
Rnp war A and enjoy thaaoM
dan br wrarlog a perfuci-t- i Iliac,

la.lorm.de

Frost King
or Frost Queen
t Chamois Vest

Everybody Invited to Look Through)
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

of chamola, rolnforead
with flannel light, toftaad oom.
fortabla.
Like ewrythlnt clue In thle
afore, the rente era ruarantaed
U
la aot Ire aat Infection.
Mad

m.,

J.KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE,

WE ARE LED TO BELIEVE
that our plumbing work and our
charges therefor are giving eminent
If we haven't had the
satisfaction.
pleasure of doing anything in that line
for you, these few words seek your
patronage. You'll not regret turning
your work our way.

Drug Co.

The Williams

FRONT STORE.
Railroad Ave.
Both phones.

BLUE

50(Th?3B3es?Cp?a

Pollock 's

8

Restaurant
R

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

AVENUE.

OCXXIOCOOOCXXXXXXXXXICICXXJOW
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NEW
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Both 'Pjiones: Colo., Red 284; AutoDealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
matic, 671.
urain ana Fuel,
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Crin Flne
a
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up
plaC(, your o;dera lor
ciKar.
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Biirtn.r
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WE GIVE
line
us
wlfh
this
pany'B high embankment in tho vil
In
You
best
mill
satisfaction
FEED STABLES
NORTH THIRD STREET.
lage. Judge Abbott was in Isleta yes
work.
Corner Second and Marquette.
terday conferring with the Pueblo
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL
OOOOC)COOCXXXXXXXXlOOOOOO
chiefs.
A case has be'n filed in the disCorrllio
Ammrlean Block Q fKXX)OCX)ttXXXXXOOCXX)000(yX
trict court entitled Manuel Ixipez,
Pablo Ijopoz, Krank Ixpe., A. Ipez,
Ruperta Lopez do Chavez and Samuel
Chavez vs. Kslavio Vigil anl Sofia
INSURANCE.
Garcia de Vigil. Vigil was formerly
Secretary Mutual Building Associacounty superintendent of schools. The
tion.' Office at .1. C. Raldridge's
C.
C. GRANNI3, Prop.
plaintiffs seek to havo a deed changed
yard.
Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. m
Auto
in which they allege. Vigil included
H'
Day and Night Hack.
COKE - MILL WOOD
considerable land he had no business
Mexico. Q
Albuquerque,
New
M.
DRAGOIE
to Include by taking advantage of,
KINDLING
rxxxxxxxrxxrxrxxxxxxxxxxxx
Dealers in
their inability 1o read English. The!
plaintiffs allege that upon asking!
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
N.PEACH &C0.
Vigil to make out the deed properly,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
he replied that he would, providing
REAL ESTATE DEALERS'
a certain piece of land was sold to
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
DOTH 'PHONES
300 North Broadway. Corner of Wash Automatio 'phone, 635. Office, 20k MT.
hlin.
This the plaintiffs refused to
West Gold Avenue.
do.
fKXXXXXXJCOOCOCXXOOOOCXXXXW ingtoa Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.M. M.
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DEALS

Located on the Helen

IT IS RUMORED THAT S. F. R. & E.
RAILROAD AND ITS COAL LAND
HAVE BEEN ABSORBED BY THE
C. F. 4. I. CO.

Cut-o- ff

ot The Atchison, Topeka

8c

Santa Fe Railway

if

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

A numlier of rumors
are afloat to
tin tftect tnat tne feanta Fe, Raton.
Eastern railroad and its coal mine
properties have been uhsorled or
merged with the Colorado Fuel & Iron
company or the Victor Coal company.
A diligent effort by the Raton Re-- '
porter to run down the rumors failed
to develop anything to substantiate;
the tame. However, the drift of things
generally seems to indicate that there
ia iwm kind of a big deal on hand
which will no doubt materialize in the'
near future. It is believed that it
means the working of the coal measures of tiie Sugarite and vicinity on
a very large scale and that Raton
will be the e titer of an industrial
iiovuiiimient which will mean an in
crease of niuny thousands of people in
imputation.
a
a

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
t
Of 1,000 buslne&a and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old ihade trees; publle school house, costing 116,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants;
largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrela dally; large winery; three hotels,
restaurant, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated.

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.

s
bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing ssoi. placing- mUl.
Toe lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many 0f them Improved by cultivation); do sand or gravel. We need a
shop; etc, etc. Also a flrst-cla- s
modern hotel.
OUR PRICES CF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
first-clas-

coal and wood yard, drug store, harness

a

WORK HAS COMMENCED
ON ASH FORK DEPOT.
Work on the new depot and Harvey,
eating house at Ash Fork has com-mencfd at last, and yesterday a large
force of mtn and teams, with scrap- -

a

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

a

BUSINESS

Meal Market
All Kinds of Frssh

.

er

PACE 8CVEM.

;

Superintendent W. K. Etter of the
nn nramlA division, was in the tilV- j
yewterdav, accompanied by Trainmaster P. Riplev and Engineer K. II.
Mr. Beckett, who is resi- lieckett.
dent engineer at San Marciul. f'r
the company, had with him a roll of
maps, containing diagrams or tne
local yards.
IMPORTANT

Z KX .

tn

ers. started the excavation work, a
mile west of the present estal- lishment. According to contract, the
building must be completed and ready
for occupancy in seven months, so
that work on it will of necessity have
to be rushed, but it is thought that
it will be completed on schedule time
The frame work will be started next
month. The building Is to be on the
order of the Alvarado, but not on such
a large scale. It will be built on the
mifsLn plan, with the pebble cement
finish, and will have under the one
roof an Ice plant, electric light plant,
hotel and dining rooms, depot, ticket
office, etc., and will be one of the pret
tiest houses on the line, the Alvarado
excepted.

0

1 1

THIRD STHEET

when welg'nlng clerks arc known to
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
be on board, and several scandals
have arisen in different parts or the
country, owing to this bring; attemptCarl Vogel, the Caben. n merchant,
ed, but usually the results arrived at
Sunday In Albuquerque, returnspent
are pretty nearly correct.
ing home yesterdny.
Bessie MrRay, of Hits city,
Miss
JEALOUS OF ALBUQUERQUE, TOO.
San Hernardlno Is not the onTy visited Mrs. Davis and Other friends
Santa Fe shop tity which Is constant- at Estancia last week.
ly belne; threatened with the loss of
A. I
Morris, who has been In the
the shops, the main foundation for Its employ of the Harvey system at the
existence and prosperity. Albuquerque local Harvey curio rooms, for the
Is In n like shiver. Almost sine the past three weeks, left Sunday night
day Albuquerque shops were opened for Caicago. to resume his duties In
some Jealous sister community has the Dearborn street station with the
planned to capture the plum. The lat- Harvey people.
est in this line originates at laa
Mr. and Mrs.' A. S. Miller, accomVegas, N. M.. fr m which poiut the
Mrs. J. L. Clark,
rumor has gone abroad that the Santa panied by Mr. and
Fe shops are to be moved to Helen, all of Ashland, Ohio, were' in Albuon
a few hours Saturday
and that soon the very name of the querque
bustling city of Albuquerque will be their way to California. They were
forgotten. Hut as a matter of fact the guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mohn
the Albuquerque shops are to be during their Btay in tne city.
Dr. John Roger Haynes of El Varlo
greatly Improved during the coming
still lingers in the city, but hopes to
ytar San Hernardiuo Sun.
Albuquerque is moving along Just, get away for ills home, accompanied
as if n) other town In New Mexico by Mrs. Haynee and the baby. In a
exists, although this city wishes all ft w days. The delay has been so ocother towns prosperity, Las Vegas casioned by the child getting sick,
will not hurt the constant growth of but has alKHit. recovered its health.
The Estancia News says: Thonvas
Albuquerque, and neither will the
building of shops at Helen materially Milligan, a contractor, of Albuquerque,
injure the city. No one in Albuquer was In town the other day figuring
que feels at all alarmed; this city Is with J. I. Dunlavy on the store building and rooming house at Mountain-air- .
and will continue to grow.
Mr. Milligan also went over the
plans of tho First Methodist Episcopal
DON'T DOSE THE STOMACH.
church building and may put in a bid
Cure Catarrh by Breathing Hyomei
on the carpenter work on the same.
Sold Under Guarantee by J. H.
The census enumerators at work
O'Rielly & Co.
under Instructions from the common
Hyomei is not a cure-all- :
it is a council in each ward of the city, exspecific for the cure of catarrhal trou- pect to finish their work some time
bles. Breathed through the neat pock- thts week. It will then be known
et inhaler that comes with every out- whether or not Albuquerque has a suffit, the aromatic healing of Hyomei ficient number of inhabitants to perpenetrates to the most, remote part mit It to Issue bonds for a new city
of the nose, throat and lungs, healing hall, subject to a vote of the people.
Jack Lawson, the pugilist, who
all inflammation and killing the
claims to have bested Jim Flynn In
catarrhal germ wherever present.
So successful hag Hyomei been in seven rounds in Denver, a short time
is still in the city, and Is workthe cure of catarrh that J. H. O'Rielly ago,
ing just as hard as any common, ord& Co. sell it under a guarantee that
He states that his
It will cost nothing unless it gives inary laborer.
,
wife, on" coming to this city, lost
,I
....
.. .
I ..
T-- U
njwuifi
i
BHunmctiiiii.
u.,i railroad
,
tickets to California.
...n IOr lie.l. UUUuiumeit!
...4 BtMlB
UUIUI
lUUBIBlS Ul ail ineir
in mosey. This Is, indeed,
inhaler that can be carried in the vest aandhard$80luck
story, and Lawson therepocket, a medicine dropper and a bot- fore, is compelled
to work.
a
Hyomei.
The Inhaler lasts
tle of
The Gallup Republican says: B. B.
lifetime, and if more Hyomei Is need- Borden, who is interested in
the local
ed, extra bottles can be obtained for oil
fields. Is in town from Albuquerfifty cents.
que. He has been east In the interest
It is the most economical of all of his oil property and expects to be
remedies advertised for the cure of able to do something
the way of
catarrh, and is the only one that development very soon.in Parties
treats the disease without stomach the east are coming to Gallup to from
dosing, applying the medication and the oil fields with Mr. Borden, visit
as
healing where the disease germs are soon as
the ground becomes dry
present.
enough to allow horses to travel In
the open without bogging down.
Proposals for Slate Blackboard and
Francis I. Lee,
representing the
Painting, Kalsomlning and Varnishing, Mexican Amole. Soap company, ot
United States Indian school, Albuquer- Peoria, ill.. Is spending a few days in
que, New Mexico, February 1, 1906. the cny calling on the local
trade. Mr.
"Proendorsed
Sealed Proposals,
has Just returned from a business
posals for Slate Blackboard, etc.," and trip to .Mexico, where he collected a
addressed to the undersigned at Al- fine assortment of fancy drawn work
buquerque, N. M., will be received at and ether Mexican goods. Including
the Indian School until 2 o'clock p. m., some very pretty zarapas. which cost
February 2tith, 1900, for furnishing and him the small sum of $3.50, Mexican
delivering at the School as required money.
These rugs bring $10 and
during the fiscal year ending June 30, $15, and even larger prices
this side
1906. about 2152 square feet of slate of
the line.
blackltourd 4 ft. wide, also the materSince tho colonists' reduced rates
ials and labor necessary, for 5807 over
the Santa Fe went Into effect.
square yards painting, 1428 square
yards varnishing and 2832 square February 15th, the Increase of travel
been
exceedingly
yards kalsomlning, all as per specifi- westward has
and gives promise of increas
cations obtainable at the School. Bid- heavy,
The principal trains on which
ders should state iu their bids the ing.
the colonists travel are being run as
proposed price of each article to be double-headers,
and all west bound
offered. All material and labor will be
subject to rigid inspection. The right trains are loaded heavily. The rate
Is reserved to reject, any or all bids from Chicago to California points,
or any part of any bid is deemed for and points in Old Mexico, as far south
the best interest of the Service. Each as Mexico City, in only $33, being $1
bid must be accompanied by a certi- lees to Albuquerque and intermediate
fied check or draft upon some U. S. points from Chicago. From Kansas
depository or solvent National bank, City to California the rate is $25. and
made payable to the order of the Com- to Albuquerque, $24. These reduced
missioner of Indian Affairs, for at least colonist's rates will be In effect until
five per cent of the amount of the pro- April 7th.
posals, which check or draft shall be
DISTRICT COURT
forfeited to the U. S. in case a bidder
receiving an award shall fail to exe
cute promptly a satisfactory contract
JndKe A. J. Abbott is investigating
in accordance with his hid; otherwise
to be returned to the bidder. For fur-li- the claim for $5,(iiio made bv Pueblo
Indians against tho Santa Fe Railinformation apply to
road company for the alleged deatroy- JAMES K. ALLEN,
1

What a strange picture!
Oh, no; not at all.
It Is simply a sure tip on the fate of the small shipper.
He gets all swelled up when he can spend a whole carload of freight
ny rail until he sees the bill.
Then he. realizes he has been tied to the track and run over.
The bitter part of It Is, the fatal train Is made up almost entirely of
the private cars of his trust competitor, who gets a rebate.
It is awful when you hear the whistle and can't get away.

C1
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JOHN BECKER, President'!

WM, M. BERQER, Secretary
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ALBUOUEHOUE

EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
Fair tonight and Wednesday.

COMFORT

SHOES

Sun rose this morning at 6:43 and
will set at 5:45 this evening, making
the day 11 hours and 2 minutes long
The moon rose at 4:49 this morning.
On Friday there will be
new moon
again. The day has been absolutely
perfect. On this day, 1716, ten years
less than 200 years ago, David Gar
rick, the great English actor, was
born.
1). Rltnon, of South Arn.i utrot,
enjoying a visit from his mother
Mrs. II. Uilson, of Sterling, 111.
Herman Switzer, manager for the
Harvey curio, left last nl(?ht on n pil
grimage to the Grand Canyon.
nn had
A.- - J. Frank, of Algodones,
been spending several days In
left this morning for Santa

W.

Soft Kid upper, low heels, flexible sole, light weight. They
make your feet feel at home
from the beginning, look neat
and wear well.
Toe Slipper
$1.10 to
Strap Sandals. .$1.25, $1.50
Julietes, plain or tipped,
Julietes, Rubber Heels
Lace Shoes, plain toe

$1.50
$1.75
$1.35
$1.75

$1.65, $2.25
Congress or Button Shoes, $2.50

0000000600900C04

mi

New Goods
7i

V '

V

cl'H fVv'1

8re Delng constantly received, which
Insures our customers receiving per
fectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
them at
prices.
bed-roc-

'4i2i Syr
ij&flSH

MOCHA

k

F. F. TROTTER

'r""-".,,,ia- gy

'

Nos. 118 and

JAVm

South Second St

120
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T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hlckox

The Hickox- - Maynard Co.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE

NICEST

AND

THE BEST.

OUR WATCH REPAIRING
AND OPTICAL DEPARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA-

TIONS.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS

BY

were In Albuquerque last week attending he bankers' convention, returned to th"e city fr m Thorrnu last
night and left this morning on their
Mr. Cahoon and
return to Roswell.
.Mr. McGaffev were the guests of A. II.
McOafley, of the
company, on their trip to Thoreau.
A. H. McGaffey accompanied them on
their Journey to Roswell.
Chester Rebhcr, tj P captain and
second baseman of the Highland
Sluggers, called at The Evening Cltl-tioffice this morning and stated that
the Sluggers want revenge, and will
play the Film Flams another game on
Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock, on
gas works.
the vacant lots near
Captain Hchher says the reason the.
FlIni Flanta defeated the Sluggers last
Saturday aftcrnonn was because they
s
from the
Imported two
Jungles of Hear canyon, and those
awful looking fellows, instead of using
hickory bats for batting, substituted
their. talis, and every time they went
to bat they knocked out a home run.
These two Importations have been
.
barred from the game Thursday
Mayor McKce will be asked to
umpire the game.
J. E. ("Smokey") Bell and W. H.
e
typos, doing
Roberts, two
the Weary Willie act of a tin can
hanging over each other's shoulder,
left this afternoon for El Pbbo. These
two distinguished perambulating typos, who sojourned here a little bit
longer tha'i win absolutely necessary,
figured out in their traveling diary
tnat they could reach Isleta by this
evening, and catch the brake beam of
the south bound passenger train,
provided Charles Mainz iid not. see
them first, at midnight, tonight. "God
bless them;" they have cVparted, and
may their shadows not be seen in
these parte for many years to come.
Miss Abbott, daughter of Judge Ira
A Abbott, and her friends, the Misses
Jones and Nichols, of Haverhill. Mass.,
with Miss Otero, of Santa Fe, will
make up a party which will visit Los
Angeles and other southern California towns. Mrs. N. B. Field, of this
city, will chaperon the young ladies,
Wiho, It 1b expected, will kave for the
coast Saturday next. Miss Otero will
not return to Santa Fe, but will start
from thU city with her friends for the
California coast.
E. C. Allen has heard good news
from Chicago, to the effect that his
daughter, Miss Adlittle
eline, has submitted to a very successful operation for mastoiditis, and
is getting along nicely. Mrs. Allen,
the mother. Is with her daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips, or Santa Fe
county, passed through the city for
California, where they will reside In
the future.

Al'ni-querqu-

Fe.
Mrs. I). I). Cuverdale. the milliner,
suffered an operation at the St.
Tosrph hospital this morning for ap-

te

orang-outang-

,

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1906.

MU9T BE SOLD AT ONCE.

t

Beautiful Spring Shirts

One of the most
desirable
blocks In Albuquerque, located on
Railroad avenue. For particulars.
address Owner, p. O. Box 314,
Don't write unless you mean
business.
4

First Display for 1906, this week, showing a
wonderful assortment of new color designs,

nMinnuttiiii
PAY FOR. IT

whites, and blacks and white combinations.

of one day's business. A complete shooting gallery, consisting ot
three Winchester guns, targets, 1,400
cartridges, etc. Will be sold at
cost if taken at once. Metcalf's
office, 321 West Gold avenue.
Out

one-thir-

Shirts From the World's Best Makers

d

Eijg'im MQimarcIhi

o

BROTHERHOOD OF RAILWAY
TRAINMEN'S BALL AT ELKS HALL,
FEB. 22. GRAND MARCH AT 8:30.

lifter-noon-

Ranging in Price from 75 c to $1.25

INTERNATIONAL
POULTRY
AND
FOOD
INTERNATIONAL
STOCK
FOOD.
E. W. FEE, 620
SOUTH, 8ECOND STREET.
TICKETS
AND

Princely

We also place on sale this week The New
Spring Tiger Hat in a host of new styles, $3

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHAH6E0

Spring

old-tim-

Association Offloo

Transactions'
Guarantied

Douglas

Spring

Shoes

Knox

Hats

$5.00

$3.50

ROSENHEIM'S.
118 W. R. R. Ave.
pendicitis.
r
for
Henry Kenipenlch.
Schuster Bros., general merchants at
Holbrook, Ariz., was an AlluquerqiK
visitor yestreday.
Hon. M. It. Otero, register of the
lntul office at. Santa Ke, is reported
to be improving at his homo today,
Ufoa
f i oin his attack of levur.
Manuel 13. Otero, who came to Albu
querque on Wednesday of last week
to attend (governor Hagerman's reception, returned to his home at Santa
Fe this morning.
2
Mrs. Samuel Neustad twas a passen
ger this morning for Las Vegas,
)
where she will visit ten days with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Holzman
of the Meadow City.
Judge A. J. Abbott, attorney for the
Pueblo Indians in New Mexico, spent
CAR JUST UNLOADED.
last night in the city and went to
Westfalien Ham
Bernalillo this morning. Judge AbHam Sausage
Gothaer Cervalat
Strictly No. 1 Fancy Seed
bott's headquarters are in Santa Fe.
Tongue
Sausage
Braun. Leberwurst
Company G. National Guards of
Pork Sausage
Sardellen Cervelat
Now Mexico, will meet tonight in the
Smoked Tongues
Frankfurters
Armory at Elks' Opera House, for
Salami
Goose Breasts
drill duty. All members are ordered
to Ik ready for "fall in" at 7:30 p. m.
sharp.
The funeral of Mrs. Severo Sanchez
We have the agency of the famous USINGER 8AUSAGE and
took place from the old church of San
Smoked Meats. These goods are equal, If not better, than those
Felipe de Nerl this morning at 10
o'clock. A large number of sorrowing
made in the Old Country. If you want the best, Insist on the
friends and rtlatives followed the re
"USINGER BRAND." Fresh shipments received weekly.
mains to Santa Barbara cemetery,
Do not buv your Chlldrens' Footwhere interment was made.
wear with the idea that any shoes
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Gunsul left are good enough for the little ones
on the delaved No. 8 last night, for lecause they outgrow them eo fast.
Giiletiburg, 111., to attend the funeral The feet require particular care at
of .Mrs. Gunsul's mother, who Is dead their age and a poorly fitting shoe
in that city, particulars of which will cripple them for a lifetime. Our
were published in yesterday's issue chlldrens' shot's are made on lasts
that give plentv of toe room and
of The Evenlne Citizen.
prevent
At the same time
Several little boys and girls have they lookcorns.
and we guarantee
o
been stealing papers from the sub- Rood wear. dressy
o
C. Mav's Shoe Store, 314
scribers of The Evening Citizen on
o
Railroad
avenue.
West
Silver avenue, from Second street
S
west, and this office knows the mis
creants. This notice. is to warn the HOPEWELL AND PARTY HERE
"THE
BEST."
parents, who are in the plot, to de
ist in .the future, or submit to pros
A
MADE
RECORD
RUN
OVER
THE
ecution,
i
SANTA
FE CENTRAL YESTER
Hon. W. E. Martin, district clerk of
o
'.:
DAY.
Socorro county, was in the city be
tween trains this morning while en
o
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, accomroute to Santa Fe, where he will take panied by John McClung, a millionpart In the Elks' reception to Gov aire banker of Pittsburg, and party, re
ernor Hagerman, which will take place turned to the city last night. These
at the Capital City tonight. Although gentlemen left Albuquerque night be
residing at Socorro, Mr. Martin is a fore last; caught a special
O
train on
member of the Santa Fe lodge.
the Santa Fe Central at Kennedy yes
Majo- - H. R. Whiting, the popular terday morning, and made the trip to
O
and efficient United States commis- Torrance, inspecting the roa4 bed and
o
was
at
district,
Sahta viewing the country speeding nlong
sioner for this
Fe yesterday on business before the at a gait of thirty-sevemiles on
land office. He returned last uigiit. hour. On reaching Torrance, after a
The Major is an old umer in New stay of an hour, the special train
Mexico, and during his stay, yester bore the party past Kennedy and into
day,
at the capital, several old Santa Fe, where they took the train
o
friends made his visit very pleasant, for this city, arriving here on tne
indeed.
o
No. 7 last night.
Mr. McClung and
The Dixie Carnival company, with parly returned
north on the Gates
o
six first class attractions, arrived in special, and probably In a very short
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
the city yesterdav. and today erected time Ihe Citizen will have the pleas
their tents and midway. on the vacant ura of announcing something definite
lots at the corner of Fourth street In the future plans or the Santa Fe
and Gold avenue. The company car-tie- s Central and the Albuquerque Eastern
its own elect re light plant, and railways.
401-40- 3
features Lana Thompson, the world's
?
greatest high diver, in a free high
o
NOTICE.
dive, every evening, at 8 o'clock.
Mexico
The O'Brien Sisters wish their
...
According to the San Francisco many friends and natrons to know
ZT
jor Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
papers, John H. Ott and Frank John they will not discontinue business.
o
son, two young men, will in a
largest
The
upstock west of Kansas City.
That a complete line of the most
be taken to Philadelphia to anstock is lielng purchased in
swer the charge of obtaining goods tlie east bv Mrs. .1. F. McNamara
to the value of $2,000. under raise
(nee Miss Flora O'Brien) and Miss
Ott was arrested here some Charlotte O'Brien, Date of opening
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ago
time
for the alleged theft of J1.100 will be announced later.
from his room-mate- ,
and which, it Is
SALE FEED AND TRANS
LIVERY,
Tickets for the lecture at the Meth
alleged, was part of the Quaker City
FER STABLES
on
odist
church
sale
are
at
Johnson's
theft.
bicycle store, South Second street.
Horses and Mules bought snd ei
Robert Douthitt,
of the lest
changeu
judges of mines in the southwest, is
BRIGHT, CLEAN STRAW.
in the city from Santa Fe, and honKANSAS HAY.
BEST
TURNOUTS
IX THE CITY
ored The Citizen office with a call.
NATIVE HAY.
Mr. Doulhlt.t is interested in the
ALFALFA.
Second street, between Railroad and
jewelry stock, at
All sizes and values; watches, rings and general
district, but lie is not here on E. W. FEE. 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.
Copper avenues.
bargain rates.
business connected with that district.
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.
He is here to consult certain gentleThe hoy's "Trl Mil" club of the
CORDOVA RESTAURANT
men on mining affairs, alter which Presbyterian Sunday school, will cive
an annual social in the public library
he will go west to an important minFIRST CLASS TABLE BOARD AND
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
'
ing district in Arizona.
building Tuesday, February 20. The
ROOMS, $5.50 PER
NICE CLEAN
Private entrance ou side street.
E. A. Cahoon and L. K. McGaffey. boys have entire charge of the even315
ONLY.
Plenty of fun is WEEK, FOR CASH
prominent people of Roswell, who ing's entertainment.
promised those in attendance. Come SOUTH FIRST STREET.
and see what boys can do. Admission,
twenty-fivcents. Proceeds to apply
on the new church.
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Smoked Meals

ALFALFA SEED
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PUTNEY

L. B.
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MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front
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book-keepe-

....$1.50,

CITIZEN

HoraMn-McGnffc-

DAY AND WEATHER.

WOMEN'S
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EVEN1MO

Sooth Second Street

THE BIRDSELL WAGON
WORLD'S

JUST IN

Whitman's Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
the purest of the
pure.
bon-bon-

I

J.

Druggists

H. O'RIELLY CO ,

Barnett Building

LhsSh
Cement and Rex
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Roofi ng.

Flintkote

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,
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WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-
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Albuquerque, N. M.
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Palace
We Invite

LIGHT WEIGHT OVERCOATS

Coowr.dht

1906

6. Kuppanhumtrd

C.

119
Wott Gold,

A

OUR EASTERN BUYER HAS JUST SENT US
A FINE LINE OF TOP COATS AND CRAVAN-ETT- E
COATS. THESE WERE BOUGHT CHEAP
AND ARE WORTH REGULARLY $16.50 to

$20

WE HAVE DECIDED TO SELL THEM

AT $12.50 AND

--

-

E.L WASHBURN
ran

Money to Loan

DIAMONDS
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CO.
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HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

C

F. MYERS

Proprietors

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
LOST

old;

terrier,

Fox

reward

owner. 114
11. Clay.

W-es-

about seven weeks
upon
return to
Cold avenue,

Nicely furnished rooms
for housekeeping. 51'); ladies preferred Inquire a th's ollice.

FOR RENT

Vh"n In need of designs for
casions." call on us an w.
how
you what we can do an tei
1

J19

Auto. Phone 185

M

M

WM. McINTOSH
Colo. Phone 197

$

M

AiOlV IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.

We are

f
AND INSPECT

CALL t.hfi

Southwest.

the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

11

h)w moderate the cost.
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RETAIL

f

FLORAL
PIECES
GALL AT ONCE

o

Pi t sent indications are that the M.
church will be packed to lis full
capacity, i nursoay niRni, ui ttu occasion of the ". A. H. lecture. Five
hundred tickets are reputed ti have
bet n sold up to date. The church
will scat about S00.
B.

$15.00

DON'T DELAY

000000

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker

RAILROAD AVE.

Sm

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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Co-ch- lti

Diamond

North First Street
and Arizona.

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New

o

CO.

t

TWg florist
IVS,SANTA

FE AVENUE.
WEST
Auto Phone, 718.

213 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
A

